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Spol
Whole genome analysis by multiplex-FISH (M-FISH)
Speicher, Michael R;Bolzer, Andreas;Uhrig, S;Cleve, B;Eils, R
Inst ofAnthropology & Human Genetics, Ludwig Maximilians University, Munich;
Interdisciplinary Centre of Scientific Computing, Univ of Heidelberg, Heidelberg,
Gerrnany

M-FISH allows to identify the twenty-four different human chromosomes in a
metaphase spread by the simultaneous hybridization of a set of chromo-
some-specific DNA probes, each labeled with a different combination of fluo-
rescent dyes. M-FISH has been shown to identify readily both simple and
complex chromosomal abnormalities. The M-FISH approach uses an epifluo-
rescence microscope equipped with a filter wheel to capture separate
images for each fluorochrome (in our lab the newly developed Leica
DMRXA-RF8). Several improvements of the M-FISH technique were realized
to improve the reproducibility, the resolution and the speed of the analysis.
First, the number of fluors used for probe labeling was increased to six by the
addition of Cy5.5. Thus, currently FITC, Cy3, Cy3.5, Cy5, Cy5.5 and Cy7
are used for probe labeling and DAPI to counterstain all chromosomes.
Second, new algorithms, based on an adaptive spectral callibration and
spectral feature vector analysis allow a correct and very sensitive assign-
ment of combinatorially labeled DNA-probes within minutes. Third, new pro-
tocols free DNA-probes of repetitive sequences allowing to perform M-FISH
experiments without the addition of Cot-I DNA. Fourth, in order to improve
the resolution of M-FISH a set of YAC clones containing human DNA
sequences specific for the subtelomeric region of each chromosome arm
was assembled and combinatorially labeled such that the telomeric regions
of each chromosome are visualized in different colors. We demonstrate that
the simultaneous use of multiple nsmall probes" (e.g. cosmids, YACs, PACs)
instead of whole chromosome painting probes can improve the resolution of
multicolor techniques tremendously.

SP02
Adding colour information to chromosome banding
analysis
Wienberg, Johannes
Cambridge University Dept of Pathology, UK; Instituet fuerAnthropologie und
Humangenetik, Universitaet Muenchen, Gerrnany

The transition of black/white TV to colour was a major step forward in
telecommunication, however, quite expensive at the beginning. Although
grey values of chromosome banding certainly can be identified by experi-
enced cytogeneticists colours will add significantly to the understanding of
chromosome banding pattems and will help to simplify chromosome identifi-
cation and the analysis of chromosome rearrangements. Colours will finally
produce a "bar code" which will define any band on the molecular content
which will be identified by humans and machines. We present two approach-
es which generates a multi coloured "bar code" for human chromosomes
which differentiates the entire chromosome set in a single hybridization.
Alu-PCR products of various human/rodent somatic cell hybrids (fragment
hybrids) were pooled into two probe sets which were labelled differentially
and were detected by red and green fluorescence. Chromosome regions
hybridized by DNA present in both pools appear yellow. The result is a multi
colour banding pattern. Each individual chromosome showed a unique
sequence of signals - a chromosome bar code. The reproducibility of the
hybridization pattem in different labelling and hybridisation experiments was
analyzed by computer densitometry.
We also used fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with DNA probes
derived from bivariate fluorescence activated flow sorting of primate chromo-
somes. Probes were used from two gibbon species (Hylobates concolor and
H. syndactylus) which both showed highly rearranged karyotypes (Rx-FISH,
or chromosome segmenting).
In combination with classical banding analyses, both approaches allow a
simple identification of chromosomes and a detailed analysis of chromosome
rearrangements. We applied these techniques both in clinical cytogenetics in
the analysis of various cases of constitutional chromosomal rearrangements
in human pathology including complex intrachromosomal rearrangements
and in various fields of basic research. Although not yet showing the resolu-
tion of classical banding pattems (the first colour TV had not the resolution of
black/white) colour "bar coding" also provides simple landmarks for further
fine analysis by classical banding and therefore will significantly add to the
spectrum of cytogenetic techniques.
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SP03
CGH for constitutional chromosome abnormalities and
prospects for CGH to DNA microarray targets
Ghaffari, SR
Institute of Medical Genetics, YorkhiN Hospitals Campus, Yorkhill, Glasgow G3 8SJ

Comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH) was used on samples from 116
cases with numerical chromosome abnormalities, marker chromosomes, and
other unbalanced chromosomal aberrations. CGH successfully detected all
abnormalities which were then also confirmed by FISH. Several abnormali-
ties detected by CGH had remained undetected by other available tech-
niques. Using a new approach for image analysis, several cases with cryptic
telomeric translocation were detected. To improve the resolution of the CGH
technique, combed DNA fibres, spots of DNA fibres or DNA arrays of 300-
500bp instead of metaphase chromosomes were used as the target DNA for
the hybridisation. Preliminary results showed that this approach could differ-
entiate the copy number differences using a statistical analysis. This study
shows that CGH is a powerful adjunct to the current techniques in the clinical
cytogenetics laboratory for detection of unbalanced abnormalities in patients
with constitutional abnormalities. CGH to DNA targets provides an opportuni-
ty for future studies to improve the resolution of CGH. It is also a very impor-
tant step towards the complete automatisation of the chromosme analysis
and genome screening.

SP04
Aspects of FISH in leukaemias and lymphomas
Harrison, Christine
Department of Haematology, Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine, London NW3
2QG, UK

In leukaemia and lymphoma cytogenetic analysis continues to provide
essential diagnostic and prognostic information. A large number of cases
have highly complex karyotypes. This, in association with the unremitting
poor quality of metaphases, particularly in acute lymphoblastic leukaemia
(ALL), limits the accuracy of chromosome analysis. Exciting new techniques
in fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH), namely spectral karyotyping
(SKY), multiplex FISH (M-FISH) and cross species colour banding have
recently been developed. An increasing number of reports have demonstrat-
ed the success of these procedures in providing additional cytogenetic infor-
mation, including the identification of marker chromosomes and revealing the
presence of previously undetected chromosome changes. However, these
procedures themselves have their limitations. M-FISH, standard cytogenetic
analysis, comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH), colour banding and spe-
cific probes applied in a complementary manner to cases of leukaemia and
lymphoma provide the most effective way to accurately characterise highly
complex karyotypes and to minimise the limitations of the individual tech-
niques.
cjh@rfhsm.ac.uk

SP05
Aspects of FISH/CGH and solid tumours
O'Neill, Seamus;Lastowska, M;Bown, N
Division of Human Genetics, University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne

In Newcastle most of our experience with FISH and CGH on solid tumours is
derived from work on neuroblastoma. We use a variety of techniques to
detect acquired abnormalities which are of prognostic significance in neurob-
lastoma. MYCN amplification, lp deletion and gain of 17q material are all
linked to poor prognosis. Tumour ploidy is also useful in predicting adverse
outcome, as near diploid tumours tend to be more aggressive than triploid or
tetraploid tumours. The European study group protocol requires that these
parameters be determined two methods. Correlation and conflict between
FISH, CGH, Southem blot and PCR based approaches to establish 1p, 17q
and MYCN status will be discussed.
This tumour is rare and biopsy material tends to be greatly in demand.
Depending on the material available we will use FISH or CGH. DNA for
CGH has been extracted from fresh and frozen tissue and from cytogenetic
cell pellet. FISH has been carried out on interphase and metaphase nuclei
from cytogenetic cultures; tumour touch imprints; paraffin-embedded forma-
lin-fixed sections. The strengths and weaknesses of FISH and CGH in the
study of a tumour such as neuroblastoma will be outlined.

SP06
Constitutional cytogenetic amplification
Barber, John CK
Wessex Regional Genetics Laboratory, Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury, Wiltshire,
SP2 8BJ

Euchromatic imbalance at the cytogenetic level is normally associated with
phenotypic abnormality. Among exceptional cases with a normal phenotype,
imbalance of at least five areas of the genome has been reported on multiple
occasions. Semi-quantitive fluorescence in situ hybridisation (SQ-FISH) with
commercially available software (VYSIS) has here been used in a series of
cells to investigate examples of four of these: 1) In four families with cytoge-
netic duplications of 8p23.1, signal strength of YAC HTY3020 was enhanced
and SQ-FISH in one of these families gave a ratio of at least 3:1 between the
duplicated and normal chromosomes. This YAC contains sequences from
the Human ?-Defensin 2 gene (hBD-2) which encodes an inducible transcrip-
tionally regulated antibiotic peptide. 2) In two families with cytogenetic dupli-
cations of 15q11.2 which did not include the Prader-Willi Angelman Critical
Region (PWACR), FISH with a PAC for the 15q11.2 Neurofibromatosis-1
(NF-1) pseudogenes painted the increased interval between centromere and
PWACR. SQ-FISH gave a ratio of at least 8:1 in both probands and cytoge-
netically normal 15s were polymorphic at lower signal strength in control indi-
viduals. 3) In two individuals with cytogenetic duplications of 16p11.2, cos-
mids for two of the non-functional immunoglobulin V-H- genes hybridised
strongly to the extra material and SQ-FISH gave ratios which varied between
3:1 and 8:1 depending on probe and individual. 4) In a single family, extra
euchromatin within the 9qh region hybridised to the 9p12 YAC 878e3 and
SQ-FISH suggested that multiple copies of homologous sequences are pre-
sent at 9p12 in normal individuals. SQ-FISH can also be used to detect sub-
microscopic duplications but has been used here to show that constitutional
euchromatic variants frequently occur in areas of the genome to which paral-
ogous centromeric or telomeric sequences have been transposed over evo-
lutionary time. Amplification of non-transcribed or non-functional sequences
is consistent with the absence of phenotypic effect found in the majority of
carrier individuals but transpositional mechanisms involving related members
of pseudogene families at multiple genomic locations may yet be found to

play an important role in the aetiology of other constitutional or acquired
abnormalities.
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SPO9
Methylation analysis in cancer and genetic disease
Horsthemke, Bemhard
Institut fuer Humangenetik Essen, Germany

DNA methylation plays an important role in the epigenetic control of gene

expression, especially in X inactivation and genomic imprinting. Aberrant
DNA methylation pattems can be associated with aberrant gene expression
patterns and genetic disease including cancer. Hypermethylation of tumor
suppressor genes, for example, is a frequent finding in several tumors.
Furthermore, imprinting defects involving aberrant DNA methylation have
been identified in the Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS), the Angelman syndrome
(AS), and the Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (BWS). Methylation pattems
can be determined with the help of methylation-sensitive restriction enzymes
or by PCR amplification of bislufite treated DNA, which converts cytosine, but
not 5-methylcytosine to uracil. Recently, methylation analysis has been intro-
duced into mutation screening programs for several tumors and into routine
diagnostic testing for PWS and AS. Methylation analysis of D15S63 or
SNRPN, for example, detects the typical PWS/AS 15q deletions, uniparental
disomy, and imprinting defects. Using rapid DNA isolation methods and the
methylation-specific PCR, results can be obtained within two days.

SP1O
Historical perspective of predictive testing for
Huntington's disease (HD): Discussion of guidelines and
protocols
Benjamin, Caroline
Mersey Regional Clinical Genetics Service, Alder hey Hospital, Eaton Road, Liverpool

Predictive testing for HD was first offered in 1986. As the potential effects of
providing information about future health were unknown, research protocols
included many counselling sessions and also a battery of psychometric and
lifestyle questionnaires. Results indicated that testing may have benifits for
the psychological health of persons who have recieved results, however one
group reported that 10% of individuals experienced serious psychological
difficulties. As demand for testing increased, recommendations were adopt-
ed in 1989 by reprisentatives of the International Huntington Association and
the World Federation of Neurology. These were then revised in 1994 to
include direct mutation testing. In the UK the Huntington Disease Predictive
Testing Consortium was established to provide a body of professional opin-
ion and as a forum to discuss service/research developments. Topics of
discussion have included prenatal testing, testing of twins, 25% testing,
confidentiality and interpretation of equivocal alleles. In some centres coun-

selling sessions are now being provided by genetic nurses/counsellors. With
the increasing number of genetic conditions where predictive testing is
available and the interest in the development of evidence based medicine, it
has been recommended that all Trusts produce their own clinical protocols
and develop integrated care pathways. The use of protocols to aid purchas-
ing of services has also been suggested.

SP1I
Gunfight at the OK Corral do protocols invoke stronger
defence strategies?
Skirton, Heather
Clinical Genetics Unit, Taunton and Somerset NHS Trust, Taunton, TAI 5DA

In any situation which involves anxiety, defence mechanisms are used to
protect the individual from u nmanageable pain or conflict. These mecha-
nisms include sublimation, intellectualisation, projection and denial Clients
requesting a predictive test inevitably feel anxious about the eventual out-
come, sufficient in itsel f to invoke the client's defence mechanisms. There is
evidence that some clients feel the onus is upon them to convince the clinical
team that they will not be adversely affected by the result. The use of a for-
mal protoco may enhance the belief in these clients that they have every-

thing to prove before a test is forthcoming. The aim of the protocol is to
ensure that clients who are tested are sufficiently prepared for the outcome.
Howeve r, where strong defences are aroused, thorough exploration of the
appropriate issues for the client and family will not be possible.
Professionals may also respond to the client by utilising their own defences,
making eff ective communication even less probable. In order to offer clients
the best possible preparation for predictiv e testing, a flexible, individualised
approach to each client may be preferable to a strict protocol.

SP12
Patients and professionals: rights and responsibilities
Clancy, Tara
University Department of Medical Genetics and Regional Genetic Service, St Mary's
Hospital, Hathersage Road, Manchester, M13 OJH.

This paper will consider the ethical and legal issues regarding predictive test-
ing protocols. Professional practice is underpinned by clinical expertise, and
both ethical and legal considerations. The traditional principles of benefi-
cence and non-maleficence remain important. The more contemporary prin-
ciples of autonomy and justice have changed professional attitudes, encour-
aging a move away from patemalism. The promotion of autonomy has been
important in shifting the balance of power towards patients. Just as profes-
sional authority brings with it a set of duties, so empowerment brings patient
responsibilities. A patient may argue he/she has the right to a predictive test
with no counselling. A professional is likely to feel that he/she has a duty to
work according to protocols designed to minimise the risk of harm to the
patient (and family). There is considerable overlap between the information
and counselling elements of predictive testing. Counselling is not intended to
persuade a patient against testing, but to raise her/his awareness of a range
of issues which the professional has encountered in practice. The law
requires that the competent patient has to consent to treatment. Consent
cannot be given without information; the minimum amount required for con-
sent is determined by current professional practice in the speciality.
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SP13
Breaking the protocol
Bames, Chris(1)
(1)South Thames (East) Regional Genetics Centre, (2)8th Floor Guy's Tower, (3)Guy's
Hospital, (4)St. Thomas Street, (5)London SE1 9RT

In the UK,requests for Huntington's disease presymptomatic testing are
managed within the terms of a well-established counselling 'protocol'.
However, many individuals ask to be tested outside the conditions of the
protocol. Refusal of such a request can result in significant damage to the
patient/clinician relationship. Even if the individual can be 'persuaded' to be
tested within the terms of the protocol, they may be 'lost' to follow-up, effec-
tively removing their access to post-test support from the genetics centre.
Whilst many such situations can be resolved by skilled counselling, some
may not. A policy approach to such dilemmas, developed within one genet-
ics centre, will be described. Each unresolved request for testing 'outside'
the protocol is discussed at a weekly clinical meeting, after an initial meeting
with the patient. If a decision is made to proceed with the predictive test, the
patient is informed of our professional reservations and asked to sign a 'dis-
claimer' accepting personal responsibilty for a decision taken against med-
ical advice. Our limited experience of this policy has been the preservation
of the patient's relationship with the genetics centre, hence enabling pro-
ductive post-test counselling. However,it has also produced professional
anxieties. These concerns, and the acceptibility of this policy, will be
explored and discussed.

SP14
THE BEHAVIOURAL PHENOTYPE IN VELO-CARDIO-
FACIAL SYNDROME
Murphy, KC;Owen, MJ
Divisions of Psychological Medicine and Medical Genetics, University of Wales
College of Medicine, Cardiff

Velo-cardio-facial syndrome (VCFS), a syndrome characterised by distinctive
dysmorphology, congenital heart disease, cleft palate and learning disability,
is associated with small interstitial deletions of chromosome 22q1 1. It has
previously been suggested that schizophrenia and bipolar disorder may be
features of the psychiatric phenotype associated with VCFS. To test this
hypothesis, we have evaluated 50 VCFS patients who ranged in age from
17-52 years using a structured clinical interview (SCAN; PAS-ADD) to estab-
lish a DSM-IV diagnosis. Thirty per cent (n = 15) were found to have a history
of psychotic disorder; 26% (n = 13) of individuals fulfilled DSM-IV criteria for
schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, 2% (n = 1) of individuals had rapid
cycling bipolar disorder and 12% (n = 6) had major depression without psy-
chotic features. In addition, characteristic features of the psychotic pheno-
type were observed. Several candidate genes for the psychotic phenotype
observed in VCFS individuals were also examined.

SP1 5
The Cognitive Processes underlying Behaviour in Williams
Syndrome
Karmiloff-Smith, Annette
Neurocognitive Development Unit, Institute of Child Health, London

Williams syndrome is caused by a microdeletion on the long arm of chromo-
some 7 at q.1 1,23. It results in a characteristic phenotypical outcome, with
facial dysmorphology, cardiac/renal abnormalities, lQs in the 50-70 range,
verbal skills outstripping visuo-spatial skills, and a particular personality pro-
file. All patients with classic WS are hemizygous for ELN, LIMK1, STAXIA,
and RFC2. While some researchers have claimed a neat one-to-one map-
ping between genes and particular outcomes, e.g., the elastin gene for facial
dysmorphology and cardio-renal abnormalities, and the LIMK1 for spatial
cognition, our recent study challenges these conclusions. Three patients
were identified with hemizygotic ELN and LIMK1 deletions, two of whom also
had RFC2 deletions and one with STXlA deletion. However, none had the
facial dysmorphology, the mental retardation or the specific spatial problems
typical of WS people. Furthermore, the behavioural outcome of Williams syn-
drome has frequently been characterised in terms of intact language and
face processing capacities. By contrast, our psychological studies have
shown that although people with WS reach surprising good behavioural
scores in these domains, the cognitive processes by which they reach such
levels are different to the normal developmental pathway. This talk will focus
on the cognitive level for understanding developmental disorders.
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SP17
Progress in understanding the genetic basis of epilepsy
Bate, Louise
Department of Paediatrics, Univ College London & National Hospital for Neurology &
Neurosurgery

The epilepsies encompass a heterogeneous group of disorders, with a

genetic contribution to the disease aetiology in at least 40% of patients.
Over one hundred rare Mendelian disorders include epilepsy as part of their
phenotype, but the majority of genetic epilepsies display a complex mode of
inheritance.
Recent advances in the understanding of Mendelian epilepsies in man and
mouse have identified mutations in genes encoding a variety of ion channels.
Mutations in voltage-gated calcium channel genes have been identified in
murine models of spike-wave epilepsy. Mutations in the gene CHRNA4,
encoding the a4 subunit of the neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptor have
been found in families with the rare human idiopathic epilepsy, autosomal
dominant nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy. More recently, mutations in the
genes KCNQ2 and KCNQ3, encoding two voltage-gated potassium channels
were discovered in families with benign familial neonatal convulsions.
Ion channel genes therefore represent candidate susceptibility loci for the
more common familial epilepsies which display a complex mode of inheri-
tance, such as juvenile myoclonic epilepsy.
Elucidation of the molecular genetic basis of human familial epilepsies will
allow the development of a DNA-based classification, and new approaches
to prevention and treatment based on increased understanding of the molec-
ular pathophysiology.

SP18
DNA POOLING: AN APPROACH TO GENOME-WIDE
SCREENING FOR BEHAVIOUR GENES
Owen, Michael
Department of Psychological Medicine, University of Wales College of Medicine, Heath
Park, Cardiff CF4 4XN

Allelic association studies provide a powerful method for locating genes of
small effect contributing to complex diseases and traits. However, in out-
bred populations, allelic association is usually maintained over distances of £
1 cM. Therefore, systematic searches over large regions are costly. We
have developed a method involving DNA pooling that can be used as a rapid
preliminary screen for allelic association with the most common class of poly-
morphic markers, single sequence repeats. Samples from the two groups
under study are pooled separately and markers typed in the two pools. By
the use of primers with florescent 5¢. PCR products can be analysed on an

automated sequencing apparatus. Allele Image Pattems (AlPs) produced for
the two groups are overlaid and differences in pattem errors between pools
computed. From this, a DAIP statistic is calculated from the difference in
areas between the two AlPs expressed as a fraction of the total shared and
non shared area. Data from both simulated and real studies will be present-
ed, demonstrating that DAIP correlates highly with x2 values. Moreover,
proof of principle was established in a systematic search for allelic associa-
tion across 41 cM of chromosome 6p24-21.1 in pools constructed from
patients with Haemochromatosis and controls. The correct location of the
Haemochromatosis gene was successfully identified. We are currently using
this approach in a systematic genome search for QTLs for cognitive ability.
Finally, we are developing a method for rapid high throughput genotyping of
single nucleotide polymorphisms based on DNA pooling, and preliminary
data from this work will be presented.

SP20
Karyotope evolution in mammals revealed by comparative
chromosome painting
Yang, Fengtang;O'Brien, PCM;Rens, W;Ferguson-Smith, M
Department of Pathology, University of Cambridge, Tennis Court Road, Cambridge.
CB2 1QP

Extremely diverse karyotypes have been observed among mammals and
have been attributed to specific chromosome rearrangements (such as

translocations and inversions), which are thought to accompany mammalian
speciation. Conventional means of studying karyotype evolution have been
limited to compartive chromosome banding and gene mapping analyses.
With the advent of chromosome flow sorting, DOP-PCR, and fluorescence in
situ hybridisation, it is now possible to make chromosome-specific paint
probes from any mammalian species for use in comparative chromosome
painting studies. Chromosome-specific paints for more than 40 mammalian
species have been generated. Homologous chromosomes or chromosomal
segments in a variety of mammalian species with divergence times up to 80
million years, have been identified with increased accuracy and speed. We
have obtained new information which is challenging earlier phylogenetic con-

clusions on karyotype evolution among primates and also in the deer family
(Cervidae) where the chromosome numbers vary from 2n = 6 in the female
Indian muntjac to 2n = 80 in the Siberian roe deer. The judicious use of data
from cross-species chromosome painting experiments has lead to the devel-
opment of a first generation colour banding probe. Already, an atlas of
colour-banded karyotypes of Old World primates has been assembled.

SP21
Imprinting, epigenetic transmission and transgenerational
genetic adaption: an hypothesis (Plenary Presentation)
Pembrey, Marcus
Mothercare Clinical Genetics and Fetal Medicine Unit, Institute of Child Health, 30
Guilford Street, London WClN IEH

The level of expression of an imprinted gene depends on the sex of the par-

ent who transmitted it. This molecular 'memory' represents an additional
mechanism for transferring information from one generation to the next.
There is considerable evolutionary conservation of imprinted genes between
human and mouse, indicating a functional importance to this specific mode of
transcriptional regulation. So why has imprinting evolved and been main-
tained in humans? With what functions are human imprinted genes con-

cerned and how might the distinctive features of genomic imprinting have
impacted on human evolution? will explore the hypothesis that a form of
transgenerational adaption has evolved in which the level of expression of an
imprinted gene in a child is influenced by (environmentally-induced) epige-
netic events in the parent at the time of imprint initiation or 'setting' in their
gametes. Experimentally-induced transgenerational effects in animals often
involve growth, and human fetal growth is the model explored. Allelic varia-
tion at the INS VNTR, which affects insulin and probably IGF2 expression,
has been shown to influence normal human fetal growth. Furthermore, there
is polymorphic relaxation of imprinting of IGF2 in humans postnatally, which
suggests ways in which the hypothesis could be tested.
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SP22
The behaviour of trinucleotide repeats and other
microsatellites
Rubinsztein, David
Department of Medical Genetics, Cambridge University, Box 158, Addenbrooke's
Hospital, Hills Road, Cambridge, CB2 2QQ

Understanding the behaviour of microsatellites and trinucleotide repeats has
provided insights into the evolution of trinucleotide repeat diseases, allows
better interpretation of population genetic studies using these markers to
ascertain genetic distance or diversity and may yield insights into the evolu-
tion of genomes. Until recently, most geneticists have assumed that
microsatellites are as likely to expand as contract when they mutate and that
these sequences evolve at the same rate in different species. Our population
genetic and empirical data suggest that microsatellites tend to expand more
often than they contract and the rate of evolution of these sequences may be
more rapid in humans compared to chimpanzees. A mutational bias in
favour of longer alleles appears to be a feature of normal alleles in the
Huntington's disease gene and possibly other trinucleotide repeat loci.
Studies on various trinucleotide disease loci suggest that mutant alleles arise
from normal alleles with large repeat numbers and that the proportion of such
alleles in a population can predict its frequency of the relevant disease.
Certain trinucleotide disease loci may be subject to segregation distortion
and in some cases, the genotype of the normal allele may affect the mutabili-
ty of the disease allele.

SP23
SEQUENCE COMPARISON OF HUMAN AND MOUSE
ALPHA GLOBIN CLUSTERS
Flint, Jonathan;Higgs, D;Tufarelli, C
Institute of Molecular Medicine, John Radcliffe Hospital, Headington, Oxford OX3 9DS

Large scale sequence comparisons are expected to provide unique insights
into evolutionary development of genome structure and to identify conserved
regulatory elements not identified by other approaches. We report here a
large scale sequence comparison of the mouse and human alpha globin
gene clusters. We have previously sequenced 286 kilobases of the human
alpha globin cluster at the telomere of chromosome 16 and defined flanking
genes and regulatory elements in this region. The arrangement and structure
of the mouse alpha globin cluster is very similar to the human, but it is inter-
stitial on chromosome 11 within a relatively short syntenic region: at the 5'
end the human cluster terminates at the telomere and at the 3' end the
orthologous flanking mouse genes are on mouse chromosome 17. We have
generated 156 kilobases of mouse sequence across the entire region of syn-
teny, and, by cloning and sequencing 65 kilobases from mouse chromosome
17, we have been able to to characterize the breakpoint sequences of the
ancestral recombination event. Comparison and analysis of mouse and
human sequence confirms the conservation of gene order and structure and
identifies a number of putative regulatory elements.

SP24
The Evolution of Modern Humans
Kidd, Kenneth K
Yale University

Autosomal DNA markers provide information on human evolution that is dif-
ferent from, and hence complementary to, information obtained from mito-
chondrial DNA or Y chromosome DNA. In contrast to those two unilinearly
inherited and non-recombining DNA molecules, autosomal DNA (and X chro-
mosome DNA) provides information ultimately derived from both sexes and
provides multiple evolutionarily independent markers. At least as important is
the ability to use linkage disequilibrium as an aid in interpreting the evolution-
ary message written in our genome. Data at many autosomal loci, both
STRP loci and haplotyped loci involving SNPs, now support a recent origin of
non-African modern humans from a small group of modern humans in Africa
who migrated out and expanded to fill the rest of the world; that small group
of migrants carried with it only a small fraction of the genetic variation that
had accumulated in modern humans in Africa and the associated genetic
drift established patterns of linkage disequilibrium that exist throughout the
non-African part of our species. That founder effect for modem non-Africans
was apparently quite recent ('-100,000 years ago) with little time for new vari-
ation to have subsequently accumulated or for recombination to have elimi-
nated the linkage disequilibrium established. Consequently, most of the
genetic variation present in modem humans exists in Africa and populations
in sub-Saharan Africa have the least linkage disequilibrium of those in any
geographic region outside of Africa.

SP25
Outcome of pregnancy in women with epilepsy with
regard to malformation
Montgomery, Tara;Fairgrieve, S;Jonas, P;Bum, J;Lynch, SA
Northem Genetics Service, 19 Claremont Place, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 4AA

As part of an ongoing prospective population based study, detailed informa-
tion is collected on all pregnant women with epilepsy in the Northem Region.
333 women have been notified so far. 71% were on monotherapy, 12% on
polytherapy and 17% were on no anticonvulsants. Of those on monotherapy,
50% were on carbamazepine, 39% on valproate, 9% on phenytoin and 1%
each on lamotrigene or phenobarbitone. There have been 19 pregnancy
losses, one of which was a termination for spina bifida for a mother on sodi-
um valproate. In 150 live births, there has been 1 child with phocomelia
whose mother was on sodium valproate and 1 child with short ribs whose
mother was on valproate and lamotrigene. Phocomelia is a well recognised
valproate associated malformation. Rib anomalies have been associated
with valproate in both human and animal studies but we are aware of another
case of rib anomalies reported in association with lamotrigene monotherapy.
We have identified 2 babies, 1 with a duplex kidney and 1 with hypospadias
neither of whose mothers were on medication. These preliminary results sup-
port previous observations that this group of women are at high risk of having
infants with malformations.
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SP26
Fetal glucokinase gene mutations result in reduced birth
weight
Ellard, Sian (1);Beards FE (1);Ballantyne E (1);Appleton M (1);Harvey R
(2);Hattersley AT (2)
(1) Institute of Clinical Science, University of Exeter, (2) Dr Gray's Hospital, Elgin,
Morayshire.

Low birth weight has been associated with non-insulin dependent diabetes
mellitus in adulthood. It has been proposed that this association results from
fetal programming in response to the intrauterine environment. An altema-
tive explanation is that the same genetic influences alter both intrauterine
growth and adult glucose tolerance. We hypothesised that the defect in the
sensing of glucose by the pancreas caused by a heterozygous mutation in
the glucokinase gene could reduce birth weight in addition to causing maturi-
ty-onset diabetes of the young. In 58 offspring, where one parent has a glu-
cokinase mutation, the inheritance of the mutation by the fetus resulted in a
mean reduction of birth weight of 533g (p=0.002). In 19 of 21 sibling pairs
discordant for the presence of a glucokinase mutation, the child with the
mutation had a lower birth weight with a mean difference of 521g (p=0.0002).
Maternal hyperglycaemia due to a glucokinase mutation resulted in a mean
increase in birth weight of 601g (p=0.001). We propose that these changes
in birth weight reflect changes in fetal insulin secretion which are influenced
directly by the fetal genotype and indirectly, through maternal hypergly-
caemia, by the matemal genotype.

SP27
An integrated map of segmental aneuploidy associated
with congenital malformations.
Brewer, Carole(1);Holloway, S(1);Zawalnyski, P(1);Schinzel, A(2);FitzPatrick,
D(1)
(1)Department of Clinical Genetics, MMC, Westem General Hospital, Crewe Road,
Edinburgh EH4 2XU, (2)lnstitute for Medical Genetics, University of Zurich,
Ramistrasse 74, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland

Approximately 6% of congenital malformations result from visible cytogenet-
ic rearrangements. We have used the Human Cytogenetics Database to
examine the distribution of simple duplications associated with a range of 47
congenital malformations. The number of duplications of each chromo-
some band associated with a specified malformation was compared with the
total number involving that band. There were 142 significant malformation-
associated regions containing one or more bands, of which 26 were highly
significant (p<0.001). Eight bands (2.1% autosomal haploid genome) were
not involved in any simple duplication compared with 30 bands (8.6% auto-
somal haploid genome) that were not involved in simple deletions, suggest-
ing that these bands contain triplo- or haplolethal genes. Duplicated
bands associated with several related malformations were identified, eg
8q22-24 with cardiac defects, 10p15-11 with cleft lip and palate. Some mal-
formations eg polydactyly, were particulady likely to be associated with a
duplication. The resultant chromosome duplication-malformation map was
compared with the previously presented deletion map and it is notable that
there are few regions of overlap. This integrated aneuploidy map may pro-
vide clues to the location of malformation-associated genes and also indi-
cate malformations which result from haploinsufficiency and those for which
other molecular mechanisms of action are important.

SP28
Xp deletions associated with autism in two females
Thomas, Simon(1);Sharp, A(1);Browne, C(1);Dennis, N(2)
(1) Wessex Regional Genetics Laboratory, Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury,
Wiltshire SP2 8BJ, (2) Wessex Clinical Genetics Service, Princess Anne Hospital,
Southampton SO16 5YA

We have studied the clinical phenotypes of seven females, all with structural
abnormalities of the X chromosome resulting in small deletions of Xp22.3.
All seven karyotypes were apparently non-mosaic and deletion breakpoints
were mapped by conventional cytogenetics, FISH and PCR analysis. Two
cases were diagnosed as having autism, and were shown to have highly
skewed X-inactivation profiles, with the structurally abnormal X being ac tive
in the majority of cells. This association is unlikely to be due to chance,
given the low population freq uency of autism in females. One patient had a
small interstitial deletion, defined as being between the pseudoa utosomal
region boundary and the marker DXS7103, while the other patient had a
larger terminal deletion with a more proximal breakpoint that encompassed
the entire interstitial deletion. Thus the common deleted region may be
involved in genetic susceptibility to autism. We hypothesise that this effect
may be due either to the loss of function of a specific gene within the deleted
region or to functional nullisomy in critical neurones of a n umber of genes
resulting from X inactivation of the normal X chromosome.

SP29
A Locus for Primary Microcephaly maps to 8p22-pter
Jackson, Andrew(1);McHale, D(1);Karbani, G(2);Mueller, R(2);Markham,
A(1);Lench, N(1);Woods, G(2)
(1)Molecular Medicine Unit, Leeds University, St James's University Hospital, Leeds,
(2)Department of Clinical Genetics, St. James's University Hospital, Leeds

Primary microcephaly (OMIM #251200) appears to be a distinct subtype of
microcephaly, which is defined by a lack of associated malformations or
neuromuscular dysfunction, and the absence of secondary or environmental
causes. It is usually inherited as an autosomal recessive disorder and is
thought to be genetically heterogeneous. Using autozygosity mapping to
perform a genome wide search, we have identified a genetic locus for prima-
ry microcephaly at chromosome 8p22-8pter in consanguineous families of
Pakistani origin. Our results indicate that the gene lies within a 13cM region
between markers D8S8124 and D8S1825 (maximum multipoint LOD score
8.1). In addition we have demonstrated genetic heterogeneity of this condi-
tion, with three out of sixteen consanguineous families with primary micro-
cephaly being linked to this locus.
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SP31
Genetic testing considerations in patients with cancer
France, Elizabeth (1);Gray, J (1);Tischkowitz, M (1);Brain, K (1);Sampson, J
(1);Anglim, C (1);Clarke, A (1);Parsons, E (2);Mansel, R (3);Barrett-Lee, P
(4)
(1) Institute of Medical Genetics, University Hospital of Wales, Heath Park, Cardiff CF4
4XN, (2) Department of Nursing Studies, University Hospital of Wales, Heath Park,
Cardiff CF4 4XN, (3) Department of Surgery, University Hospital of Wales, Heath
Park, Cardiff CF4 4XN, (4) Velindre Hospital, Whitchurch, Cardiff

Genetic testing is now feasible for a growing number of cancers. Although
the implications for unaffected relatives have been widely described the
impact of the tests being made available to affected individuals are often not
recognised. We present and discuss four cases that raise important issues
with respect to the psychological, medical, ethical and practical implications.
In addition they highlight feelings of guilt and anxiety, intrafamilial conflict and
support needs, that may arise in testing such individuals. We put forward a
view that genetic testing of affected individuals may be best performed in a
similar framework of pre and post-test counselling and support. We also
suggest a protocol for such testing that can be debated.

SP32
Prenatal diagnosis: describing informed decision making
Bekker, Hilary (1);Hewison Jenny (1);Thornton Jim (2)
(1) School of Psychology, University of Leeds, (2) Centre for Reproduction, Growth
and Development, University of Leeds

An informed decision is based on an evaluation of all the consequences of
the alternatives. No studies have evaluated the information utilised during
decision making. An observational study design assessed whether or not
women were making informed decisions to have diagnostic tests in pregnan-
cy after serum screening. Forty-four consecutive consultations were tape-
recorded. A coding form was developed to summarise the utilised informa-
tion. Thirty-six women had diagnostic test. The majority of women referred
to: test altematives, termination, risk and perception of risk. Half referred to
no test alternatives, Down syndrome and miscarriage. Only 9% utilised the
necessary information to make an informed decision. Differences in informed
decisions were observed by test decision: those choosing not to have a test
searched for more information (f = 4.21; d.f. 1, 41; p = 0.05) and provided
more reasons for the altematives (f = 20.32; d.f. 1, 41; p <0.001). This con-
sultation is the last opportunity to establish women have evaluated all the
necessary information to make an informed choice. Consultations ought to
ensure a balanced discussion of the alternatives. In particular, a detailed
exploration of the non-invasive alternatives, miscarriage, Down syndrome,
and advantages and disadvantages of all the screening tests available.

SP33
BRCAI Testing - Case Studies, the Male Perspective
Rae, Linda (1);Turner, G (1);Woods, C G (1);Chu, C E (1);Bishop T (2)
(1)Yorkshire Regional Genetics Department, St James's University Hospital, Leeds
LS9 7TF, (2) ICRF Dep of Genetic Epidemiology, Ashley Wing, St James's University
Hospital, Leeds, LS9 7TF

BRCAl testing began, as a service to patients in the Yorkshire Regional
Clinical Genetics Department, initially in 1993 by linkage and then in late
1995 by mutation analysis. Since then 51 members of 7 families (10 men
and 41 women) have been offered a predictive test. Off these 51, 17 were
found to be mutation negative (15 women and 2 men), 11 mutation positive
(5 women and 4 men), 11 did not reply or declined the invitation letter (9
women and 2 men) and 5 did not proceed to testing (3 women and 2 men).
The case studies look at one man who tested positive, 3 men who initially
wished to be tested and then failed to attend for their final appointments and
one other man who is the partner of a woman found to be mutation positive.
In the case where the man tested positive the needs of the spouse with
regard to their small children are discussed. Communications within the fami-
ly are noted in the cases where the 3 men did not proceed to testing. The
final case looks at the psychological sequelae of a woman's negative test
result to herself and her partner.

SP34
Genetic counselling for Cystic Fibrosis in consan-
guineous Pakistani Muslim families with Congenital
Bilateral Absence of the Vas Deferens: Experience in the
Yorkshire Regional Genetics Service
Ahmed, Mushtaq;Chu, CE;Ellis, LA;Robson, F;Taylor, G
Yorkshire Regional Genetics Service, Ashley Wing, St. James's University Hospital,
Beckeff St. Leeds, LS9 7TF

1 in 6 couples may need specialist help because of infertility and of these
couples approximately one fifth are due to male infertility. Congenital bilateral
absence of the vas deferens (CBAVD) is responsible for up to 2% of male
infertility. CBAVD has been postulated to be associated with cystic fibrosis
(CF). But it is possible that it could be due to another autosomal recessive
(AR) condition. There is particular difficulty in counselling couples from the
Asian population since the spectrum of CF mutations is different to that of the
Caucasian population. Complex consanguinity may mean that there is an
appreciable risk of another AR disorder causing the infertility. We present
details of six Pakistani consanguineous couples after the diagnosis of
CBAVD in the husbands. Three males with CBAVD from a highly consan-
guineous family are heterozygous for deltaF508, with an identical CFTR hap-
lotype on their non-deltaF508 chromosome, but no CF mutations have been
found in the other five families. We describe the unresolved genetic coun-
selling dilemma for these families because of the different spectrum of CF
mutations in the Asian population. It also suggests the possibility that some
cases of CBAVD are due to other recessive disorders.
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SP35
Attitudes of deaf, hard of hearing and hearing adults
towards genetic testing for inherited deafness
Middleton, A (1);Hewison, J (2);Mueller R F (1)
(1) Department of Clinical Genetics, St James's Hospital, Leeds, LS9 7TF, (2) School
of Psychology, University of Leeds, Leeds

It is now possible to offer genetic testing for inherited deafness to certain
families. This study used a structured postal questionnaire to assess atti-
tudes towards genetics, interest in using pre-natal testing for deafness and
opinions on termination of pregnancy for the "wrong" hearing status.
Participants were 482 deaf, 74 hard of heanng and 341 hearing readers of
the British Deaf News, a monthly magazine for deaf people in the UK. The
results show 217/897 (24%) participants would utilise pre-natal diagnosis for
deafness, the majority (156/217, 72%) of whom wanted to be able to prepare
ahead of time for the language needs of their child and would not have a ter-
mination of pregnancy. However, 17/897 (2%) participants said they would
terminate a deaf fetus and 2/482 (.4%) deaf participants said they would ter-
minate a hearing fetus in preference of a deaf one. Overall, 39/482 (8%)
deaf adults said they would prefer to have deaf children. More than 60% of
the total sample thought termination of pregnancy for the Nwrong" hearing
status should be illegal. It is crucial that a debate within the genetics com-

munity takes place to decide what services should be available for families
with inherited deafness.

SP36
Is the uptake of pre-natal diagnosis among the Pakistani
populations of Yorkshire and Northern Pakistan a reflec-
tion of changing transcultural beliefs about reproduction?
Karbani, Gulshan(1);Mason, GC(2);Raashid, Y(3);Hussain, J(3);Chu,
C(1);Woods, CG(1);Mueller, RF(1)
(1)Department of Clinical Genetics, Ashley Wing, St. James's University Hospital,
Leeds LS9 7TF, (2) Department of Feto Matemal Medicine, Clarendon Wing, The
General Infirrnary at Leeds, Belmont Grove, Leeds LS2 9NS, (3)146/1 Shadman
Colony, Rail Road, Opp. Lahore College, Lahore, Pakistan

SP37
A liver specific ABC transporter gene (SPGP) is mutated in
chromosome 2q linked progressive familial intrahepatic
cholestasis
Strautnieks, Sandra(1);Bull, L(2);Dahl, N(3);Sokal, E(4);Ling, V(5);Tanner,
MS(6);Freimer, N(2);Gardiner, RM(1);Thompson, RJ(1);
(1)Department of Paediatrics, UCL Medical School, London WCIE 6JJ, (2)Department
of Psychiatry, and Liver Centre, UCSF San Fransisco, Calfomia, USA., (3)Department
of Genetics and Pathology, University of Uppsala, Upsalla, Sweden, (4)Department of
Paediatrics and Medical Genetics, Universite Catholique Louvain, Louvain, Belgium,
(5)BC Cancer Research Centre, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada., (6)Sheffield
Childrens Hospital, Sheffield. UK.

Progressive familial intrahepatic cholestasis (PFIC)is an inherited form of
severe cholestatic liver disease which presents in infancy and progresses to
endstage liver disease and death in childhood. The disorder was originally
described in a large Amish pedigree but has subsequently been reported
worldwide. A subgroup is characterised by normal serum cholesterol and
gamma-glutamyltranspeptidase levels. This phenotype is genetically hetero-
geneous with loci mapped to chromosome 18q21(FICl)and chromosome
2q24 (PFIC2). The PFIC2 locus was identified by homozygosity mapping
using a resource of consanguineous Middle Eastem families. The linkage
was refined by identification of a preserved ancestral haplotype in an isolat-
ed Swedish population. However haplotype analysis suggested a more
extensive founder effect in other European patients. The PFIC2 gene has
now been identified by the demonstration of mutations in a positional candi-
date, SPGP, which encodes a liver specific ABC transporter. Mutations
indentified include 11 missense, 2 nonsense, one 1 bp insertion and two 1 bp
deletions. Two mutations are each present in several European families
suggesting common ancestries. The phenotype of the PFIC2 linked group is
entirely consistent with defective bile acid transport at the hepatocyte
canalicular membrane and this provides strong evidence that SPGP is the
human bile salt export pump (BSEP). sstrautn@hgmp.mrc.ac.uk

Pre-natal diagnosis and the possibility of selective termination of affected
pregnancies are part of a wider move towards reproductive choice. This is
conditioned by culture. There are cultures in which such choices are

thought not to be allowed and not to be desirable. It is unusual to see more

than two affected sibs with an autosomal recessive disorder in a Caucasian
family. However, it is relatively common in Pakistani families, due to com-

plex consanguinity and culturalfamily values. The Yorkshire Regional
Genetics Service offers non-directive counselling in patients' preferred lan-
guages. Patients' contact with the Service may introduce them to the con-

cept of inheritance as a science for the first time. It is our experience that
this opens us pre-natal diagnosis and termination of pregnancy as viable
options for these patients. Pre-natal diagnosis in Northem Pakistan has
been available since 1994. will present data from our records on the uptake
of pre-natal diagnosis in Yorkshire for the years 1990-1991 and 1994-1995
and compare these finding with records from Northem Pakistan for 1994-
1995. Our study aims to identify the impact of genetic counselling
approaches on uptake of pre-natal services by individuals in Pakistani popu-
lations in Northern Pakistan and Yorkshire.
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SP38
Molecular genetic analysis of von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) dis-
ease
Maher, Eamonn R (1);Rehal, P (2);McMahon, R (3);Rose, S (2);Littleboy, S
(3);Richards, FM (1);Webster, AR (4);Woodward, ER (4);Whittaker, J
(3);Macdonald, F (2)
(1) Division of Medical and Molecular Genetics, University of Birmingham Dept. of
Paediatrics and Child Health, The Medical School, Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 2TT,
(2) Regional Molecular Genetics Laboratory, Birmingham Women's Hospital, UK, (3)
Molecular Genetics Laboratory, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, UK, (4)
Cambridge University Department of Pathology, Cambridge UK.

Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) disease is a dominantly inherited multisystem fami-
ly cancer syndrome predisposing to retinal and central nervous system hae-
mangioblastomas, renal carcinoma, phaeochromocytoma, pancreatic islet
cell tumours and endolymphatic sac tumours.Morbidity and mortality from
VHL disease can be reduced by the identification and surveillance of affected
individuals and at risk relatives so that complications are diagnosed at an
early presymptomatic stage. The detailed mapping and subsequent isolation
of the VHL tumour suppressor gene has enabled molecular genetic analysis
in families and patients with definite or possible VHL disease. We have char-
acterised germline VHL gene mutations in 158 kindreds. Details of these
mutations will be presented. There is considerable heterogeneity both in the
type and in the location of mutations within the VHL gene. Most recurrent
mutations result from de novo mutations at hypermutable sequences.
Although many mutations are predicted to impair the ability of pVHL to com-
bine with the elongin regulatory subunits, analysis of genotype-phenotype
relationships suggests that the VHL protein has multiple and tissue specific
functions.
ermaherehgmp.mrc.ac.uk

SP39
The APC variants 11307K and E1317Q are associated with
colorectal tumours but not always with a family history
Frayling, lan(1);Beck, NE(2);1lyas, M(2);Dove-Edwin, 1(1);Bell,
JA(3);Williams, CB(4);Hodgson, SV(5);Bodmer, WF(2);Tomlinson, IPM(6);
(1)Colorectal Cancer Unit, Imperial Cancer Research Fund, St Mark s and Northwick
Park Hospitals NHS Tr, (2)Cancer and Immunogenetics Laboratory, Imperial Cancer
Research Fund, Institute of Molecular Medicine, (3)Kennedy-Galton Centre for Medical
Genetics, St Mark s and Northwick Park Hospitals NHS Trust, (4)Wolfson Unit for
Endoscopy, St Mark s and Northwick Park Hospitals NHS Trust, (5)Department of
Clinical Genetics, Guy s Hospital, London, (6)Molecular and Population Genetics
Laboratory, Imperial Cancer Research Fund, Lincoln s Inn Fields, L

Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) is a high-penetrance autosomal
dominant disease predisposing to hundreds/thousands of colorectal adeno-
mas and carcinoma and resulting from truncating mutations in the APC
gene. Attenuated adenomatous polyposis coli (AAPC) is a variant of FAP
resulting from germline mutations in the 54 and 34 regions of the APC gene;
AAPC patients have 'multiple' colorectal adenomas (typically <100) without
the florid phenotype of FAP. An incompletely penetrant missense variant of
APC (11307K) has been described in Ashkenazim, which confers an
increased risk of colorectal tumours, including multiple adenomas. We have
studied a set of 164 patients with multiple adenomas and/or carcinoma, and
analysed codons 1263-1377 (exon 15G) of the APC gene. Four patients
had a germline E1317Q missense variant which was not present in 80 con-
trols; one of the E1317Q carriers had an unusually large number of colorec-
tal metaplastic polyps. Three patients with the 11307K allele were detected,
each of Ashkenazi descent. The number and type of tumours, and family
histories associated with each carrier, of either allele, varied widely. There
is increasing evidence that there exist germline variants of the APC gene
which predispose to the development of multiple colorectal adenomas and
carcinoma, but without the florid phenotype of classical FAP, and possibly
with importance for colon cancer risk in the general population.
frayling~icrf.icnet.uk
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SP40
Germline E-cadherin gene mutations in familial gastric
cancer
Richards, Frances M(1);McKee, SA(2);Cole, TRP(2);Evans,
DRG(3);Jankowski, JA(4);McKeown, C(2);Maher, ER(1)
(1)University of Birmingham Division of Medical and Molecular Genetics, (2) West
Midlands Regional Clinical Genetics Service, Birmingham Women's Hospital, (3)Dept
of Medical Genetics, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester, (4)University of Birmingham
Dept of Medicine

Both environmental (e.g. diet and H.pylori infection) and genetic factors
have been implicated in the pathogenesis of gastric cancer. Approximately
10% of gastric cancers show familial clustering and germline mutations in
mismatch repair genes may predispose to gastric cancer. However in a clin-
ical study of 25 English familial gastric cancer kindreds, most families did not
have HNPCC [J Med Genet 1997; 34 (SI) SP53]. Recently, germline E-cad-
herin gene mutations were identified in 3 Maori familial gastric cancer kin-
dreds from New Zealand [Nature 1998; 392: 402-405]. To investigate the
genetic basis of familial gastric cancer in the UK we analysed four kindreds
for germline E-cadherin mutations (each containing at least two cases of
gastric cancer one of which was diagnosed <50 years). Two germline E-
cadherin gene mutations were identified: In family A, an A(49-2)G transition
was identified in the splice acceptor site at the start of exon 2. In family B a

germline G59A transition was identified in exon 2, substituting a stop codon
for tryptophan codon 20 in the signal peptide. We have demonstrated that
germline E-cadherin mutations cause familial gastric cancer in non-Maori
populations. Our two families with germline E-cadherin mutations both pre-
sented with 'pure familial gastric cancer', but the risk of extragastric cancers
with germline E-cadherin mutations is under investigation.
F.M.Richards@bham.ac.uk

SP41
TSCI and TSC2 mutations in 153 sequentially ascertained
unrelated patients with tuberous sclerosis: implications
for diagnostics and counselling
Sampson, Julian;Jones, A;Shyam Sundar, M;Thomas, M;Maynard,
J;Tomkins, S
Institute of Medical Genetics, University of Wales College of Medicine, Cardiff,
CF44XN

Rational development of molecular diagnostics for tuberous sclerosis (TSC)
requires knowledge of the distribution and nature of mutations across the
TSC1 and TSC2 loci. We have completed comprehensive analysis of both
loci in 153 sequentially ascertained and unrelated patients (cases ascer-

tained for a separate study of patients presenting with polycystic kidney dis-
ease disease were not included). 97 TSC2 mutations and 22 TSC1 muta-
tions were identified. All TSC1 mutations were small truncating lesions but
28/97 TSC2 mutations were not predicted to be truncating. 8 mutations
were seen recurrently, in a total of 30 cases (20% of all patients tested). The
preponderance of TSC2 mutations may, at least in part, reflect differences in

TSC1 and TSC2 associated disease severity, since learning difficulties
were less common in carriers of TSC1 than TSC2 mutations (odds ratio

4.1).

SP42
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy: mutation spectrum
and phenotype in X-linked families
Yates, John(1);Bagshaw, J(2);Aksmanovic, V(1);Coomber, E(2);McMahon,
R(2);Whittaker, J(2);Morrison, P(3);Kendrick-Jones, J(4);Ellis, J(5);
(1)Department of Pathology, University of Cambridge, (2)Molecular Genetics
Laboratory, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, (3)Department of Medical Genetics,
City Hospital, Belfast, (4)MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Cambridge,
(5)Department of Medical Genetics, University of Cambridge

Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EMD) manifests in childhood with pro-
gressive weakness and wasting of the limb muscles and early contractures
of the elbows, Achilles tendons and postcervical muscles. Later the develop-
ment of cardiomyopathy associated with arrhythmias carries a substantial
risk of sudden death. The gene causing X-linked EMD comprises 6 small
exons coding for a novel serine-rich protein of 254 amino acids called
emerin. We have studied 22 families with X-linked EMD by direct sequenc-
ing of genomic DNA and identified 21 mutations. These comprised 3 start
codon mutations, 6 nonsense mutations, 5 frameshifts, 4 splice site muta-

tions, 2 in-frame deletions and 1 putative missense mutation. Most emerin
mutations result in absence of the protein. We investigated several of our

cases by immunoblotting with an affinity-purified rabbit polyclonal antibody
we have raised against recombinant emerin. The patient with the in-frame
deletion removing amino acids 236-241 close to the C-terminus showed the

presence of apparently normal sized emerin but in reduced amounts. In the

patient with the putative missense mutation Prol83Thr, Western blotting
gave normal results. Genotype-phenotype analysis showed that this mis-
sense mutation was associated with a later age at onset of disease and
milder musculoskeletal manifestations.

SP43
Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Type I (MENI)
Thakker, Rajesh
MRC Molecular Endocrinology, MRC Clinical Sciences Centre, Imperial College
School of Medicine, Hammersmith Hospital, Du Cane Road, London. W12 ONN

Multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1 (MEN1) is an autosomal dominant disor-

der characterised by tumours of the parathyroids, pancreatic islets and ante-

rior pituitary. The MEN1 gene, which is located on chromosome 1q13, has

been cloned and mutations identified. The human MEN1 gene consists of 10

exons that span >9Kb of genomic DNA and encodes a 610 amino-acid pro-
tein. A characterisation of mutations in 52 unrelated MEN1 families, that

consisted of 155 affected and 119 unaffected members, has helped to deter-

mine an estimate for the age-related penetrance for MEN1. These 52 muta-

tions, which consisted of 12 nonsense, 23 deletions, 9 insertions, 1 donor

splice site, and 7 missense mutations, were scattered throughout the 1.83 Kb

coding region. The majority (77%) of the mutations are nonsense, or involve

frameshifts that introduce premature Stop codons, and these are likely to

result in the functional loss of the MEN1 protein, and are thus in keeping with

the proposed role of the MEN1 gene as a tumour suppressor. Over 10% of

the mutations arose de novo and four mutation hot spots that accounted for

>28% of the mutations were observed. Two hundred and one MEN1 mutant

gene carriers, of whom 155 were affected and 46 were unaffected, were

identified and these helped to define the age-related penetrance of MEN1 as

7%, 52%, 87%, 98%, 99% and 100% at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 years of

age, respectively. In addition, 7 polymorphisms that had heterozygosity fre-

quencies ranging from 2% to 44%, were also identified. These results pro-
vide the basis for a molecular genetic screening approach that will supple-
ment the clinical evaluation and genetic counselling of members from MEN1
families.
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SP44
Clinical and molecular genetics of MEN2
Ponder, Bruce
CRC Human Cancer Genetics Group

MEN 2 syndrome consists of medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC),
phaeochromocytoma, parathyroid hyperplasia/adenoma and, in some forms,
variable developmental abnormalities in particular of the autonomic nerve
plexus of the gut. The syndrome is a developmental/tumour syndrome due to
mutations in the tyrosine kinase receptor ret, which is involved in the devel-
opment of the affected lineages. Different specific mutations of ret are asso-
ciated with different clinical phenotypes. The mechanism of these
genotype:phenotype effects is not yet fully understood but may largely be
due to differences in ret signalling intensity of the different mutants. The
nature of the mutation in a particular family may in some cases predict the
spectrum of tissue involvement, and be useful in management; but within-
family variability indicates caution with this approach. Some apparently spo-
radic cases of MTC are in fact heritable, either because of incomplete pene-
trance in preceding generations or because of new mutations. Mutation test-
ing is helpful

SP46
Colour banding identifies cryptic chromosome rearrange-
ments in ten cases of myeloid malignancies
Harrison, Christine(1);Yang, F(2);Butler, T(1);Cheung, K-L(1);Gibbons,
B(1);Ferguson-Smith, M(2)
(1)Department of Haematology, Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine, London,
(2)Department of Pathology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge

Ten cases of acute myeloid leukaemia and myelodysplastic syndrome with
highly complex karyotypes were selected. DNA painting probes, prepared
from flow sorted chromosomes from gibbon monkeys, were hybridised onto
metaphases from these patients. Images were captured and analysed using
the Rx software (Applied Imaging, U.K.). The resulting colour banded kary-
otypes were compared with G-banded metaphases from the same samples.
The unique colour banding pattern allowed each chromosome to be
unequivocally identified and the origin of certain chromosome abnormalities
to be confirmed. The most significant finding was that numerous cryptic and
unexpected chromosomal changes were revealed. These were confirmed by
chromosome painting with human chromosome libraries. These results
demonstrated that colour banding was highly successful in the accurate
characterisation of complex chromosome changes within highly abnormal
karyotypes. The application of this technique to a larger patient series is like-
ly to lead to the identification of new recurring chromosomal abnormalities
in leukaemia.
cjh@rfhsm.ac.uk

SP47
Applications of Comparative Genomic Hybridization in
Constitutional Chromosome Studies
Stallings, Raymond(1);Breen, CJ(1);Hall, K(1);Dunlop, A(1);Green, AJ(1)
(1)National Centre for Medical Genetics, (2)Our Lady's Hospital for Sick Children,
(3)Crumlin, Dublin 12, Ireland

G band analyses often reveal subtle, unbalanced constitutional chromosome
abnormalities that require confirmation or characterisation by molecular
techniques. We have used CGH to study 17 unbalanced chromosome
abnormalities from paediatnc referrals in order to assess the overall utility
and resolution of the technique using Applied Imaging software. Five super-
numerary marker chromosomes, and eight cases of chromosomes with
additional, unidentified chromosomal material were analysed by CGH. CGH
was also used to confirm the presence of four subtle deletions. CGH provid-
ed useful information on 3/5 marker chromosomes, 7/8 chromosomes with
additional material, and 4/4 subtle deletions. All CGH results were verified
by FISH analysis. The smallest duplicated regions detected by CGH were
estimated to be 2.6 megabases while the smallest deletions detected by
CGH were estimated to range between 4 to 6 megabases. Centromeric
regions on at least some chromosomes do not necessarily present obsta-
cles to CGH analysis. Subtle deletions occurring in proximity to centromeric
or telomeric regions can also be detected by CGH and novel methods to
improve CGH sensitivity in these regions are described. These methods
include the use of the pseudoautosomal region of the Y chromosome for
assessment of the quality of the competitive hybridization.

SP48
Cytogenetic prenatal diagnosis in the UK: results from
UKNEQAS external audit: 1987-1997
Waters, Jonathan On behalf of UK National Extemal Assessment Scheme
(NEQAS) in Clinical Cytogenetics
Wolfson EQA Laboratory, P0 Box 3909, Birmingham B15 2UE

The prospect of the introduction of new approaches to prenatal diagnosis
prompted this review of trends in laboratory service provision. Examination of
data from the UK Extemal Quality Assessment Scheme (NEQAS) in Clinical
Cytogenetics over a ten-year period provides a benchmark for improvement.
Complete year data is available for 1987-1997 for amniotic fluid samples and
1988-1997 for Chorionic villous samples (CVS). Total numbers processed
have increased respectively from 28639 to 37483 and 2294 to 7244. Culture
success rates (%) from 98 to 99.5 and 98 to 98.4. Abnormality rates (%) from
2.5 to 4.0 and 7.8 to 10.4. Notably, mean reporting time (weighted data)
decreased from 20.2 to 14.3 and 21.3 to 14.9 days. The percentage of sam-
ples reported within a 'guideline time' of 21 days improved from 69.0 to 96.3
and 72.9 to 87.2. Available data (1990-1997) shows the proportion (%) of
CVS reported on 'direct'/short-term' preparations fell from 20.9 to 4.3.
These data suggest that the service provided as judged by the parameters
above has improved considerably during the data collection period. Individual
laboratory performance suggests that further improvements are possible
although additional resource allocation in this area may be directed towards
new methods for aneuploidy screening.
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SP49
A molecular and FISH analysis of structurally abnormal Y
chromosomes in patients with Turner syndrome
Robinson, David(1);Dalton, P(1);Jacobs, PA(1);Mosse, K(2);Power,
M(1);Skuse, D(3);Crolla, J(1)
(1) Wessex Regional Genetics Laboratory, Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury SP2
8BJ., (2)lnstitute for Hereditary Diseases, Orlovskaya St. 66, Minsk 220053, Belarus.,
(3)The Behavioural Sciences Unit, Institute of Child Health, London WCI NIEH

Fourteen patients with Tumer syndrome and a structurally abnormal Y chro-
mosome were analysed by PCR amplification and FISH for the presence of
sequences specific to defined regions of the Y chromosome. Thirteen
patients had a mosaic karyotype including a 45X cell line and one case was

non-mosaic in cultured lymphocytes. Ten patients had a pseudodicentnc Yp
chromosome, two an isodicentnc Yq, one a pseudodicentrc Yq and one a de
rived Y chromosome. Two of the patients with a psu dic(Yp) chromosome
had complex karyotypes with more than two cell lines, one of which exhibited
five morphologically distinct mar(Y) chromosomes, presumably derived from
a progenitor psu dic(Yp). Nine of the ten psu dic(Yp) chromosomes were

positive for all Yp and Yq probes used ex cept DYZI which maps to Yq12,
suggesting a common breakpoint near the Yq euchromatin/heterochromatin
boundary. In the three patients with a dicentric Yq chromosome two different
breakpoints were observed; in two it was bet ween PABY and the sub-telom-
eric repeat sequence and in one it was between DYZ5 and AMGY in proxi-
mal Yp. Our res ults suggest that the great majority of structurally abnormal
Y chromosomes found inTumer syndrome mosaics con tain two copies of
virtually all of the functional Y chromosome euchromatin.

SP50
Cytogenetic discordance in Twins with T.R.A.P sequence:
Two cases involving trisomy 5 and trisomy 9.
Clark, Alan(1);Moore, L(2);Martin, F.A(1);Gaunt, K.L(1)
(1)University Department of Medical Genetics & Regional Genetic Service, St. Mary's
Hosp., Manchester., (2)Histopathology Department, Clinical Sciences, Manchester
Royal Infirmary.

The Twin Reversed Arterial Perfusion (T.R.A.P) sequence arises when
blood flows, via placental anastomoses, from one monozygotic twin (the
'pump twin') to its co-twin in such a way that it causes reversed blood flow in
the latter. The resultant reversed, hypoxic blood supply to the co-twin
results in severe malformations of the upper body and extremities of this
twin. We present two instances of twin pregnancies affected by the T.R.A.P
sequence, with different apparent karyotypic discordances between the sib-
ships. The abnormal twins showing trisomy 5 and trisomy 9. We compare
the two cases, review the features attributable to these particular trisomies
and discuss the relevance of the karyotypic discordance in relation to the
twinning event and manifestation of the T.R.A.P sequence.

SP51
Terminal deletions of the short arm of chromosome 1:
three new cases
Morgan, Deborah(1);Willatt, L(1);Firth, H(2);Kelsall, A(3)
(1)Department of Cytogenetics, Addenbrooke's NHS Trust, Hills Road, Cambridge,
CB2 2QQ, (2)Department of Medical Genetics, Addenbrooke's NHS Trust, Hills Road,
Cambridge, CB2 2QQ, (3)Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, Addenbmoke's NHS Trust,
Hills Road, Cambridge, CB2 2QQ

We present 3 new cases of terminal deletions of the short arm of chromo-
some 1. This newly delineated deletion syndrome, previously underascer-
tained by cytogenetic analysis, is thought to have an incidence of grea ter
than 1 in 10,000. In the first case, the propositus was delivered at 38wks
gestation and was noted to have rocker bottom feet, low set ears, growth
retardation, Ebstein's tricuspid valve malformation and an atrial sept al
defect. Blood chromosome analysis revealed a 46,XX,del(1)(p36) karyotype.
A placental sample revealed a 46,XX, del(1)(p36)[38] / 46,XX,
der(1)t(1;6)(p36;p21)[22] karyotype; the extra material was confirmed to be
derived from chromosome 6 by FISH. Parental bloods were unavailable. In
case 2, an 11 year old girl was referred with severe developmental delay,
profound speech delay, impairment of fine motor skills, growth retardation
and a range of dysmorphic features. Blood chromosome analysis revealed a
46,XX,del(1)(p36.3) karyotype. The third case, a 9 month old boy was
referred with developmental delay. Blood chromosome analysis revealed a

46,XY,der(1)t (1;22)(p36;pl 1) karyotype. Parental chromosome studies,
showed that the father carried the balanced form of the translocation.

SP52
Clinical genetics services for common disorders
HUGHES, HELEN;HARPER, P.S.
INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL GENETICS, UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL OF WALES,
CARDIFF CF4 4XN

Clinical Genetics Services have until recently been focused predominantly
on families with disorders following Mendelian inheritance, often with high
genetic risks to relatives and increasingly with the possibility of molecular
genetic testing. Identification of genes involved in common disorders is
now producing a rapidly increasing demand for genetic information on a
wide range of conditions where enquiry and referral were previously uncom-
mon, threatening an overload for specialist genetic services. Using data for
Wales over a 20 year period we can follow the pattem of developments first
for prenatal and more recently for cancer genetics, and can predict the over-

all pattem of demand for other fields. We show that, provided that special-
ist services are used selectively, growth can be controlled and is not likely to
be markedly different from that in other specialities. Careful forward plan-
ning in other areas where research developments have not yet significantly
affected service demand (e.g. mental illness) should be able to forestall and
avoid uncontrolled development.
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SP53
Genetic registers in the UK - where now?
Dean, John CS(1);Fitzpatrick, DR(2);Famdon, P(3);Kingston, H(4)
(1)Dept of Medical Genetics, Aberdeen Royal Hospitals, Aberdeen, (2)Dept of Clinical
Genetics, Westem General Hospital, Edinburgh, (3)Clinical Genetics Unit, Birmingham
Women's Hospital, Birmingham, (4)Regional Genetics Service, St Mary's Hospital,
Manchester

Genetic registers have evolved from many research origins over the past 30
years, resulting in a diversity of models of service provision. To determine
the nature of current provision, and the perceived functions required of a
register, we undertook two surveys of UK genetic centres and clinical geneti-
cists. 90% of centres operate a general family based register, but 80% also
operate disease specific registers. Some registers actively attempt 100%
case ascertainment, others rely on clinical referral. Some follow up families
actively, others do not. Each model has different resource implications, and
the variation may be an issue for quality of patient care. 83% of clinical
geneticists believe the main function of a register is to facilitate timely recall
of family members (including children as they reach maturity) who are at risk
of or affected by genetic disease. This raises issues of consent, confiden-
tiality, access to information, and ability to deliver promised services, which
deserve further consideration by the clinical genetics community.

SP54
The cost of providing genetic assessment and enhanced
surveillance to women at increased risk of familial breast
cancer: preliminary results from the TRACE Project Team.
Barton, Garry (1);Cohen, D (1);Gray, J (2);on behalf of the TRACE Project
Team
(1) Business School, University of Glamorgan, Pontypridd, Mid Glamorgan CF37 4PH,
(2) The Institute of Medical Genetics, University of Wales College of Medicine, Heath
Park, Cardiff, CF4 4XN.

TRACE is an ongoing randomised controlled trial for women in Wales who
are at increased risk of breast cancer due to their family history. This paper
highlights the cost to both the NHS and users of the services provided in the
trial. All users are offered a mammography and annual surveillance.
Women in the control arm receive a single consultation with a breast sur-
geon. Those randomised to the genetics arm additionally receive individu-
alised genetic assessment, counselling and the offer of testing to those clas-
sified as high risk and having a living relative with breast cancer. Preliminary
results are available for staff costs at initial consultation and patient bome
costs. Average NHS cost for those in the control arm is £15.22 (13.84) for
the initial consultation and mammograms undertaken. The genetics arm cost
is £39.04 (26.66). The average cost to users is £11.88 (11.57) per visit. To
date, 33 women have started the process of genetic testing, incurring the
extra cost of verifying their family history, laboratory testing, genetic coun-
selling and any further treatment. Final results will quantify the anticipated
conclusion that provision of a genetic service makes great demands on NHS
resources.

SP55
A study of family history taking in general practice
Storrar, David(1);Howard, E(2);Sowerby, S(1)
(1)Helsby St Medical Centre, Warrington, (2)University Department of Medical Genetics
and Regional Genetic Service, Manchester

This study assessed the feasibility, acceptability and value of gathering and
storing family history information in general practice. Patients were selected
opportunistically and pedigrees including first and second degree relatives
were drawn by a non-medical member of the practice team. Specific infor-
mation on genetic conditions, congenital abnormalities and cancer was
sought. 706 of 713 individuals approached agreed to take part. Pedigrees
were assessed independently by a geneticist and general practitioner with-
out additional information. Pedigrees were selected where referral for spe-
cialist genetic services was thought to be appropriate. The geneticist
assessing pedigrees identified 77 (11%) of which 17 involved genetic con-
ditions, 19 congenital abnormalities, 30 cancers and in 11 further information
was required. The GP identified 34 (4.8%) of which 16 involved genetic
conditions, 2 congenital abnormalities, 12 cancers and in 3 further informa-
tion was required. Additional information would be likely to reduce all these
figures considerably e.g. 8 cases had already been seen and 2 probands
gave an incorrect diagnosis. Other factors likely to affect referral rates were
considered. Wider issues raised by the study were explored e.g. the need
for guidelines for genetic referral by GPs and possible legal implications.

SP56
Telegenetics:- Delivering genetic services at a distance. A
pilot study across the Welsh mountains
Gray, Jonathon (1);Alderman, J (1);Hughes, H (1)
(1) Institute of Medical Genetics, University Hospital of Wales, Heath Park, Cardiff CF4
4XN

Teleconferencing technology allows the transmission of both images and
sound between distant sites. We recognised the increasing challenge of
delivering highly specialised services from a centre with its accumulated
experience and critical mass of personnel to distant, often remote clinical
sites. Coupling this with the often opposing drives to develop centre of spe-
cialised expertise, such as regional Cancer Centres and the need to 'keep
care local' (NHS Wales 1998). We recognised the opportunity to evaluate
teleconsultation technology in genetics - Telegenetics(. A pilot study was
conducted in March 1998 between North and South Wales. Results showed
high client and doctor satisfaction with the process and the information trans-
fer. A simplified economic analysis showed savings in terms of direct travel
costs, and also indirectly in terms of allocative efficiency. Nurses sited with
the clients did have concerns regarding their interactions with the counsellor
and these will be discussed. Along with results, extracts from the filmed con-
sultations (appropriate consent obtained) and the plans for extension of
these developments will be discussed and presented.
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SP57
Public Health Genetics: A New Discipline?
Zimmem, Ron
Public Health Genetics Unit, Institute of Public Health, Cambridge

Advances in human genetics will have a considerable impact on the practice
of medicine over the next few decades. Discovery of new genes will alter
significantly diagnostic and treatment interventions. It is also likely that they
will have a considerable impact on disease prevention and health promotion.
Much has been written about the ethical, legal and social aspect of the
genetic revolution. By contrast there has been little thought given to how
these advances might translate into public health action. Genetic testing and
screening, the provision of genetic services, the implications of a better
understanding of gene-environment interaction, education and training
strategems for public health and primary care professionals are areas where
a public health approach can inform policy development. The establishment
of a Public Health Genetics Unit in Cambridge is an attempt to bridge the gap
between genetic science and epidemiology and health service policy, and
possibly to create a new discipline within the practice of public health.

SP58
Targeted disruption of Brca2 exon 11 gives rise to viable
mice with embryonic growth retardation, developmental
defects and thymic lymphomas
Thistlethwaite, Fiona(1);Friedman, LS(2);Carlton, MBL(1);Colledge,
WH(3);Ponder, BAJ(2);Evans, MJ(1)
(1)Wellcome/CRC Institute and Department of Genetics, University of Cambridge,
Cambridge, (2)CRC Human Cancer Genetics Research Group, Addenbrooke's

Hospital, Box 238, Hills Road, Cambridge, (3)Physiological Laboratory, University of

Cambridge, Downing Street, Cambridge, CB2 3EG

Germline mutations in the BRCA2 gene cause inherited predisposition to

breast and ovarian cancer. In order to understand more about the function

of BRCA2 we have created a mutation in the mouse Brca2 gene which ter-

minates translation in exon 11 at 45% of the normal transcript length. The

gene is disrupted by insertion of a lacZ-neo construct driven by the endoge-
nous Brca2 promoter. The allele created has been designated
Brca2(tmlCam). Most Brca2(tmlCam) homozygotes die during embryoge-
nesis or perinatally, but some neonates are viable. Brca2(tmlCam)
homozygotes have developmental defects including prominent skeletal

abnormalities and growth retardation. Those that survive embryogenesis
are infertile and develop thymic lymphomas between 2 and 4 months of age.
We will demonstrate expression patterns of Brca2 throughout murine

embryogenesis and discuss possible functions of this protein.

SP59
Identification of the human homologue of a mouse retinoic
acid-induced gene in Xp22
Walpole, Susannah(1);Hiriyana, K.T.(2);Nicolaou, A.(1);Durham,
J.(3);Vaudin, M. (3);Ross, M.T.(3);Yates, J.R.W.(1);Seiving, P.A.(2);Trump,
D.(1);
(1)Departments of Pathology and of Medical Genetics, University of Cambridge,
Cambridge, UK, (2)WK. Kellogg Eye Center, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml,
USA, (3)The Sanger Centre, Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, Hinxton, UK

We have identified a novel human gene through positional cloning studies of

a 1.3 Mb region of Xp22 between DXS418 and DXS999. A PAC contig
spanning the region was constructed, sequenced, and analysed by exon

prediction programs (GENSCAN, Fexh, Fgeneh, Xpound, Grail3, Hexon).
Further investigation of predicted exons in clone dJ389A20 led to the identi-

fication of a single-exon gene designated SCH13. SCHI3 maps 28 kb cen-

tromeric to marker DXS7996, between DXS7996 and DXS7997, and is tran-

scribed from centromere to telomere. Northern blot analysis revealed

expression of a 2.5 kb transcript in all fetal (f) and adult (a) tissues tested

except liver (i.e. f. brain, f. lung, f. kidney, a. heart, a. brain, a. placenta, a.

lung, a. skeletal muscle, a. kidney, a. pancreas). The 530 amino-acid pro-
tein product (57 kDa predicted mass) displays 88% homology with a mouse

retinoic acid-induced gene product. Retinoic acid is involved in vertebrate

anteroposterior axis formation and cellular differentiation and has been

shown to modulate gene expression controlling early embryonal develop-
ment, suggesting a developmental role for SCH13. SCHI3 remains a candi-

date gene for several diseases mapping to the Xp22 region including Nance

Horan syndrome (NHS), sensorineural deafness (DFN6), and nonspecific X-

linked mental retardation (MRX19).

SP60
Hyperinsulinism: A recessive disorder caused by a single
paternally inherited mutation.
Ryan, Fergus(1);Thornton, P(2);Joyce, C(1);Devaney, D(2);Glaser,
B(3);Barton, DE(1)
(1)National Centre For Medical Genetics, Our Lady s Hospital,Crumlin, Dublin 12,

Ireland, (2)The National Centre For Inherited Metabolic Diseases, The Children s

Hospital, Temple St., Dublin 1, (3)Endocrinology Dept., Hadassah Hospital,
Jerusalem, Israel.

Persistent neonatal hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycemia (HI) is a clinically and

genetically heterogeneous disorder characterised by profound hypogly-
caemia due to inappropriate secretion of insulin. At the molecular level,
mutations in the sulphonylurea receptor (SUR1) and the potassium channel

subunit (KIR6.2) on chromosome 11p have been identified in autosomal

recessive forms of the disease, and mutations in the glutamate dehydroge-
nase and glucokinase genes in autosomal dominant forms. We present the

results of molecular analysis of 2 HI patients with focal b-cell hyperplasia,
patemally inherited germline SUR-1 mutations (1630+1 G->T, and 3992-9

G->A respectively) and somatic loss of the matemal chromosome 11p. We
propose a model where the focal b-cell hyperplasia is a result of somatic

loss of the matemal 11 p (containing the imprinted P57KIP2 and H29 tumour

supressor genes and the non imprinted SUR-1 and KIR6.2 genes). The

additional presence of a paternally derived SUR1 mutation results in a

reduction to homozygosity for the SUR-1 mutation in focal cells, dysregula-
tion of insulin secretion and ultimately to the hyperinsulinism phenotype.
Analysis of a further 170 HI probands yielded 37 with two SUR-1 mutations

and 30 with one SUR-1 mutation. Of those with 1 mutation, parental origin
could be determined in 28 and of these 26 were paternally derived

(p<0.0008). We propose that allele specific germline mutation of a non

imprnted gene plus soma... [Abstract truncated at 1500 characters]
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SP61
Fine mapping of crossover breakpoints in subtelomeric
DNA
Armour, John;Badge, RM
Division of Genetics, University of Nottingham, Queen s Medical Centre, Nottingham
NG7 2UH

The subtelomeric regions of human autosomes exhibit high frequencies of
meiotic crossover, most markedly in the male germline. Subtelomeric
regions are also rich in hypervariable minisatellite regions, which can
undergo high frequencies of length-change mutation via gene conversion-
like mechanisms. Like the crossovers, these mutations have a patemal bias
at many minisatellites, suggesting that the minisatellites may be acting as
reporters of recombination hot spots. We are using a top- down approach to
the delineation of recombination hot-spots by fine mapping the breakpoints
of crossover events discovered in pedigrees. The region under study has an
unusually high frequency of patemal crossovers, with about 1.8cM of male
genetic distance over about 85kb. If crossover placement reveals the exis-
tence of hot-spots within this region, we will seek to develop methods for the
assay of bulk germline (sperm) DNA for recombination.

SP62
Imprinting of human GNAS1; paternal, maternal and bial-
lelic transcripts from a single gene
Bonthron, David(1);Hayward, B(1);Kamiya, M(2);Strain, L(1);Moran,
V(1);Campbell, R(1);Hayashizaki, Y(1)
(1)Human Genetics Unit, University of Edinburgh, (2)Genome Science Laboratory,
RIKEN, Tsukuba, Japan

Pseudohypoparathyroidism type la (PHP) is an autosomal dominant hor-
mone resistance syndrome. Almost all cases result from maternal transmis-
sion of the causative mutation. The GNAS1 gene, mutated in PHP, has
therefore been suspected to be imprinted, but is biallelically transcribed in a
wide range of tissues. We have designed a novel approach to identifying
new imprinted human genes. We first demonstrated the uniparental methy-
lation pattem of known imprinted genes in lymphocyte and lymphoblastoid
cell DNA derived from blood of a human parthenogenetic chimaera. By
restriction landmark genomic scanning of this parthenogenetic DNA, we
then identified a novel differentially methylated region 35 kb upstream of
GNAS1. This region is unmethylated on a paternal allele, and includes a
patemally active promoter giving rise to transcripts which splice to exon 2 of
GNAS1 and encode a large G protein known as XL alpha s. Exon 1 of
GNAS1, in contrast, is unmethylated on both alleles, and biallelically tran-
scribed into mRNAs encoding the stimulatory G protein Gs. Further RT-PCR
analysis demonstrated the existence of other GNAS1 transcripts which are
exclusively matemally derived. GNAS1 is therefore not only imprinted, as
previously suspected, but is the first known gene to encode separate mater-
nally, paternally and biallelically derived protein products. The remarkably
complex imprinting and alternative splicing of this gene may yield explana-
tions for the anomalou... [Abstract truncated at 1500 characters]

SP63
Xist mRNA FISH defines the X-autosomal boundary in a
t(X;6) translocation and provides no evidence for a
'spreading effect'
Waters, Jonathan (1);Barlow A (2);Keohane A (2);Cole T (1);Boum D
(1);Turner B (2)
(1) Regional Genetics Senrices, Birrningham Women's Hospital, Birmingham B15
2TG, (2) Department ofAnatomy, Birmingham University, Birmingham

A seven year old female presented with short stature ( <3rd centile), widely
spaced nipples, a wide carrying angle and some lymphodema. She had
some developmental delay but no facial dysmorphism. Her karyotype was
46,X,der(X) t(X;6)(pl 1.2;p21.1)mat. Her phenotype appeared to be consis-
tent with Turner syndrome with additional developmental delay. In view of
her mild phenotype compared to cases of partial trisomy 6p described in the
literature, detailed molecular cytogenetic studies were performed to ascertain
whether an X/autosomal 'spreading effect, inactivating 6p21.1-6pter, could
account for her phenotype. These studies demonstrated that the der(X)t(X;6)
was consistently late replicating (RBG banding, HUMARA methlylated allele-
specific assay) and that the 6p portion of the derived X was early replicating
as judged by RBG banding and H4-acetlylation. In addition interphase FISH
for Xist mRNA revealed a single domain contiguous with the smallest of
three chromosome 6 domains implying that Xist was transcribed from the
inactivated der(X)t(X;6). The observations suggest that Xist mRNA coats the
X chromosome up to the X/6 boundary but not beyond it by a mechanism
that is not yet understood. As a result the clinical phenotype appears to be
determined both by monosomy for Xpl 1 .2-pter and trisomy for 6p21 .1-6pter.

SP64
Variation in PLP gene duplications causing Pelizaeus-
Merzbacher disease
Woodward, Karen(1);Kendall, E(2);Vetrie, D(2);Hodes, E(3);Malcolm, S(1)
(1)Molecular Genetics Unit, Institute of Child Health, London, UK, (2)Paediatric
Research Unit, Guy's Hospital, London, UK, (3)Medical and Molecular Genetics,
Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, USA

Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease (PMD) is an X-linked neurological disorder
characterised by dysmyelination of the central nervous system (CNS). The
major cause of PMD is a duplication of the proteolipid protein gene (PLP) on
chromosome Xq22. A large duplication, of minimum size 500kb, can be
visualised by interphase fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) in patients
and asymptomatic female carriers. The duplication is not normally resolved
on metaphase chromosomes and has been demonstrated to have a head
to tail orientation. However, in two patients a duplicated region of Xq22
including the PLP gene has been detected on either Xq26 or Xp22. These
rearrangements could not be identified by karyotype analysis and cannot be
explained by a simple tandem duplication as they involve a duplication and
an insertion. Furthermore, analysis of the breakpoints for the duplication has
also showed differences between families which indicate that the extent of
the duplication is variable. Our results provide evidence for different dupli-
cation events involved in PMD which may be responsible for the variable
phenotype in affected boys. It leads us to question the mechanisms involved
in causing the duplication and highlights the importance of gene dosage in
this myelin disorder. email: kwoodwar~hgmp.mrc.ac.uk
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SP65
Cationic trypsinogen mutations in families with Hereditary
Pancreatitis in the UK and Ireland
Rutherford, Sarah(1);Ellis, 1(2);McRonald, F(2);Howes, N(3);Whitcomb,
DC(4);Neoptolemos, JP(3);Mountford, RC(1)
(1)Mersey Regional Molecular Genetics Laboratory, Liverpool Women's Hospital,
Liverpool, L8 7SS, (2)Department of Clinical Genetics, Alder Hey Children's Hospital,
Liverpool, L12 2AP, (3)Department of Surgery, Royal Liverpool University Hospital,
Liverpool, L69 3GA, (4)Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, University of
Pittsburgh, PA 15261, USA

Hereditary pancreatitis (HP) is a rare autosomal dominant condition with
incomplete penetrance. Mutations have been identified in the cationic
trypsinogen gene, located on chromosome 7q35, which predispose carrers
to recurrent episodes of pancreatitis. Families with suspected HP from the
UK and Ireland were notified to the European Registry of Hereditary
Pancreatitis and Familial Pancreatic Cancer (EUROPAC). Following pedi-
gree analysis, affected individuals from 13 families were screened for cation-
ic trypsinogen mutations. 4 families were shown to carry the RI 17H muta-
tion by digestion of exon 3 PCR products with the restriction enzyme Afi Ill.

In an Irish family, an RI 17H mutation associated with a neutral polymor-
phism was only found following sequencing of exon 3. The polymorphism
destroys the Afl Ill restriction site created by the RI 17H mutation leading to a
false negative result. A novel method has been designed to detect RI 17H
mutations. 3 families were shown to carry the N211 mutation using a novel
restriction-generating PCR method. Sequencing of exon 2 in these families
has revealed a neutral polymorphism in exon 2 in an Irish family.
Polymorphisms in the Irish families indicate separate origins for the associat-
ed mutations. A strategy of SSCP and sequencing of each of the five exons
has been employed to screen for additional mutations.

SP66
Identification of mutations in the EYA-1 gene in Branchio-
Oto-Renal (BOR) syndrome patients
Rickard, Sarah(l);Boxer, M(l);Trompeter, R(l);Bitner-Glindzicz, M(2)
(1)Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Trust, (2)1nstitute of Child Heaith

Mutations in EYA-1 have been shown to underlie BOR syndrome. BOR syn-
drome is a dominant condition with high penetrance, but variable expression
characterised by branchial, auditory and renal anomalies. Approximately 2%
of profoundly deaf children are thought to have BOR syndrome. A cohort of
27 patients consisting of 12 BOR syndrome families and 17 sporadic cases

were screened for mutations in the EYA-1 gene. All 16 published exons

were screened using SSCP and 9 mobility shifts were detected and
sequenced. The whole gene is currently being sequenced in patients without
SSCP mobility shifts. Mutations identified include the first example of the
same mutation being shared by two apparently unrelated individuals, inser-
tions, deletions, a missense mutation, nonsense mutations and an inversion.
An insertion in exon 5 was detected and is the first reported in this exon,
making screening of exon 5 essential. The SSCP mutation detection rate in
EYA-1 in this study was 33%, which is higher than in published studies. The
exact proportion of patients with mutations will only be known when all have
been sequenced for the entire coding region. The sensitivity of SSCP in
EYA-1 mutation detection can then be quantified and it s efficiency in
screening EYA-1 assessed.

SP67
Sharing of PPT mutations between distinct clinical forms
of neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses in patients from
Scotland
Greene, Nicholas D(l);Leung, KY(l);Munroe, PB(I);Stephenson,
JBP(2);Crowe, YJ(2);Mole, SE(1);Gardiner, RM(l);Mitchison, HM(1)
(1)Department of Paediatrics, UCL Medical School, The Rayne Institute, London,
WCIE 6JJ., (2)Departments of Paediatric Neurology and Medical Genetics, Yorkhill
NHS Trust, Glasgow, G3 8SJ.

The neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses (NCLs, Batten disease) are a group of
rare inherited neurodegenerative diseases of childhood. A very unusual
cluster of NCL cases is found in the West of Scotland, comprising of the
infantile form (INCL) and variant juvenile form with granular osmiophilic
deposits (vJNCUGROD). INCL is caused by mutations in the gene encod-
ing palmitoyl-protein thioesterase, PPT and it was recently demonstrated
that cases of vJNCUGROD are also due to mutations in this gene. We set
out to determine the disease-causing mutations in PPT in Scottish INCL
patients to establish whether there was any sharing of mutations with
vJNCUGROD. Genomic DNA from four INCL patients was analysed, each
exon was amplified and sequenced. Three nonsense mutations
(LeulOSTOP, lle54STOP and Arg151STOP) were found and these account-
ed for all the disease chromosomes. Two of these mutations (LeulOSTOP,
Arg151STOP) are found in patients with vJNCUGROD. However, in these
cases nonsense mutations do not occur in homozygous form and are only
found in combination with a missense mutation. This study, therefore, illus-
trates that mutations are shared between INCL and vJNCUGROD, however,
the severity of the disease is dependent on the combination and type of
mutations present.

SP68
Mutation screening of vestibular schwannomas in individ-
uals not fulfilling NIH criteria for NF2
Evans, Gareth(1);Purcell, S(1);Wu, C-L(1);Wallace, A(1);Neary, W(3);Lye,
R(4);Ramsden, R(2)
(1)University Dept of Medical Genetics and Regional Genetics Service, St Mary's
Hospital, Manchester, (2)ENT Department, Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester,
(3)Centre forAudiology, Education of the Deafand Speech Pathology, University of
Manchester, (4)Dept of Neurosurgery, Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester

The risk of NF2 in individuals who present with a unilateral vestibular
schwannoma (VS) at a young age or who have other features of NF2 at pre-
sentation is currently unknown, but probably warrants further screening of
the individual and possibly other family members. We have analysed data
from 45 individuals fulfilling our modified criteria for NF2 who initially pre-
sented with a unilateral VS. 26 cases have developed a contralateral tumour
1-18 years later while 19 cases remain with a unilateral VS & 2 or more

other NF2 tumours 1-15 years after diagnosis. Blood DNA from 16 of these
19 individuals has been screened by SSCP and 6 mutations identified. Of 3
individuals that screened negative on blood DNA, screening of tumour DNA
has revealed both mutational hits in 2/3 cases. A second tumour from one

of these cases has an identical NF2 mutation. From our hospital based
series of 540 unilateral VS patients, 4 fulfilled modified NF2 criteria (see
above) and 11 other cases had other NF2 features or a family history of
schwannoma/meningioma. The 10/11 available blood DNAs have all
screened negative for mutations. Tumours from 7 individuals have been
analysed and both mutational hits established in 6/7, thus excluding a

germline mutation. Blood and tumour tissue is currently being analysed in 20
cases presenting with a unilateral VS and no other NF2 features <30 years.
One germline mutation has been identified and both mutational hits estab-
lished in 7/9 tumo... [Abstract truncated at 1500 characters]
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SP69
Novel HOXAA13 mutations and the phenotypic spectrum of
Hand-Foot-Genital Syndrome
Goodman, Frances(1);Donnenfeld, A.E.(2);Feingold, M.(3);Fryns,
J.P.(4);Hennekam, R.C.M.(5);Scambler, P.J.(1)
(1)Molecular Medicine Unit, Institute of Child Health, 30 Guilford St, London WCIN
IEH, UK, (2)Section of Genetics, Pennsylvania Hospital, 800 Spruce St, Philadelphia,
PA 19107, USA, (3)National Birth Defects Center, 40 Second Ave, STE 460, Waltham,
MA 02154, USA, (4)Center for Human Genetics, University Hospital of Leuven,
Herestraat 49, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium, (5)1nstitute ofHuman Genetics, University of
Amsterdam,Meibergdreef 15,1105AZ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

HFGS is a rare dominantly-inherited malformation syndrome, in which distal
limb abnormalities are associated in males with hypospadias and in females
with Mullerian duct fusion defects. A mutation in HOXA13 was recently
reported in one affected family. We therefore sequenced the HOXA13 gene
in three further families, one with a typical phenotype, one with additional
urinary tract abnormalities, and one with an atypical limb phenotype. Novel
mutations were present in the first two families, but not in the third, confirm-
ing the diagnostic importance of the limb phenotype. In the families with
mutations, the limb abnormalities were fully penetrant, whereas the genital
abnormalities showed partial penetrance and variable expressivity. The first
mutation is predicted to produce a truncated protein lacking the home-
odomain, while the second would lead to an expansion of a polyalanine
tract in the protein s amino-terminal region. The additional abnormalities
associated with the expansion suggest that the two mutations act by differ-
ent mechanisms; the first may represent a null allele, while the second may
exert a dominant negative effect. Since expansions of a similar tract in
HOXD13 cause Synpolydactyly, such expansions appear to constitute a
new class of mutation affecting transcription factors like the HOX proteins.
E-mail to:fgoodmanehgmp.mrc.ac.uk

SP70
Genetic investigation of isolated ocular and central ner-
vous system haemangioblastoma cases
McKee, Shane(1);Webster, AR(2);McMahon, R(3);Rose, S(4);Rehal,
P(4);Macdonald, F(4);Moore, AT(3);Maher, ER(3)
(1)West Midlands Regional Genetics Service, Birmingham Women's Hospital,
Birmingham, (2) Department of Ophthalmology, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge,
(3) Molecular Genetics Laboratory, Addenbrooke's NHS Trust, Cambridge, (4) Division
of Medical and Molecular Genetics, Dept of Paediatrics and Child Health, University of
Birmingham

Retinal and cerebellar haemangioblastomas are the commonest presenting
features of von Hippel-Lindau disease (VHL). Approximately 30% of cerebel-
lar haemangioblastoma cases have VHL. Sporadic haemangioblastoma cas
es are on average older than VHL cases but in the absence of a family histo-
ry or other features of VHL, the rec ognition of VHL presenting as apparently
sporadic haemangioblastoma may be difficult. Similarly VHL may present as
isolated retinal haemangioblastoma, but the relative prevalences of VHL and
sporadic retinal haemangioblasto mas have yet to be defined. To investigate
the genetic epidemiology of isolated haemangioblastomas we performed
clinical, radiological and molecular investigations on patients presenting with
an apparently isolated retinal or central nervous system haemangioblas-
toma. Of 32 patients with isolated retinal angioma referred, 15 had non- VHL
ocular angiomas. We calculated that the estimated risk of there being under-
lying VHL in a patient with a so litary ocular angioma was 30%. Risk esti-
mates for VHL according to age and results of clinical and molecular sc reen-
ing were calculated also. Similar studies for CNS haemangioblastomas are in
progress. To date, a germline V HL gene mutation has been detected in 1 of
42 cases prsenting with isolated CNS haemangioblastoma. A clinical p roto-
col for the investigation of isolated ocular, cerebellar or spinal haeman-
gioblastoma has been developed.

SP71
Dilated Vestibular Aqueducts and their significance in
deafness
Reardon, William (1);O Mahoney, C (2);Phelps, P (3);Coyle, B (4);Trembath,
R (4)
(1) Clinical Genetics, Institute of Child Health, 30 Guilford Street, London WCIN IEH,
(2) Audiological Medicine, Great Orrmond Street Hospital for Children NHS Trust, Great
Ormond Street, London WC1N 3JH, (3) Royal National Throat Nose and Ear Hospital,
Gray's Inn Road, London WCIX 8DA, (4) Clinical Genetics Department, Leicester
Royal Infirrnary, Infirmary Square, Leicester LE1 5WW

Originally described in 1978, Dilated Vestibular Aqueducts (DVA) is an occa-
sional finding in congenital deafness. Initial surveys suggest that DVA may
be seen in 12 - 15% of unselected sensorineural deafness in the paediatric
age group. Rare instances of affected siblings have been reported. We
have already established that over 80% of patients with Pendred syndrome
have DVA. Those patients satisfied classical diagnostic criteria for Pendred
syndrome in that a positive perchlorate discharge test was an essential pre-
requisite to admission to the study. As the gene for Pendred syndrome has
now been identified, we have sought to clarify the relationship between
Pendred syndrome and DVA in a consecutive series of 70 patients, ascer-
tained purely on account of the radiological finding and for whom no advance
clinical or family information was available. Our data establish that over 75%
of patients with DVA have Pendred syndrome, supporting a likely conclusion
that Pendred syndrome has been underascertained in previous studies of
congenital deafness. Moreover, our data establish clearly that perchlorate
discharge test is not as sensitive as previously thought in the identification of
Pendred syndrome as several cases of DVA have been identified in whom
the perchlorate test was normal but molecular analysis has confirmed muta-
tion at the Pendred syndrome locus.
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SP72
A unique family with Charcot-Marie-Tooth, sensorineural
deafness, vocal cord palsy and anticipation maps to
17p11.2-p12
Kimonis, Virginia(1);Kovach, Margaret(1);Lin, Jing-Ping(2);Boydajiev,
Simeon(3);Campbell, Kathleen(1);Frank, William(4);Gelber,
David(1);Mazzeo, Larry(1);Jabs, Ethylin(3);
(1)Southem Illinois University, Springfield, IL, (2)IRP, NIAMS, NIH, Bethesda, MD,
(3)Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD, (4)111inois State Police Lab, Springfield, IL

Charcot-Marie-Tooth Syndrome (CMT), is a heterogenous disorder affecting
1/2000 individuals. CMT with deafness (McKusick 118300) has been report-
ed previously however has not been fully characterized at a clinical or mole-
cular level. We have studied 32 affected and 28 unaffected members of a
large Central Illinois family with autosomal dominant CMT resembling
CMT1A (slow nerve conduction), progressive sensorineural deafness, and
laryngeal palsy. There is increasing clinical severity and younger age of
onset of the neurological features of CMT and deafness with each progres-
sive generation supporting anticipation (p<0.05). The proband had bilateral
vocal cord palsy, swallowing in-coordination, hypotonia and abnormal ABRs.
She required endotracheal and gastrostomy tube placement at birth and
died at the age of 18 months. We have mapped the disease in this family to
chromosome 17p11.2p12 (maximum lod score=6.98 at q=0.03 with
D17S959. Affected individuals however do not have the common CMTlA
duplication on 17p11 or mutations of the PMP22 gene. The autosomal
recessive deafness gene DFNB3 has recently ben mapped in this region. It
is predicted that a trinucleotide repeat expansion disrupts the gene/genes in
this region causing the observed anticipation in this family. RED (repeat
expansion detection) studies are in progress and may permit future geno-
type/phenotype correlation in this family.

SP73
Functional effects of a polymorphism of the collagen (I)
alpha I gene (COLIAI) in osteoporosis
Hobson, Emma;Dean, V;Grant, SFA;Ralston, SH
University ofAberdeen

Genetic factors are important in the pathogenesis of osteoporosis but the
molecular basis is unclear. Our recent studies have shown that a G toT poly-
morphism affecting a regulatory site in the COLlAl gene is stron gly associ-
ated with bone density and osteoporotic fractures. Here we studied the func-
tional effects of this po lymorphism on collagen gene expression and protein
production. Gel shift assays showed that the osteoporosis-a ssociated 'T'
containing alleles had a 1.8-fold increase in affinity for Spl binding (p<0.05),
compared with 'G ' alleles. Analysis of allele-specific transcription in het-
erozygotes by RFLP-PCR showed a 3-fold excess of 'T' allele-derived tran-
scripts in RNA extracted from bone tissue (p<0.0001). The ratio of collagen
protein chains ( alpha 1: alpha 2) produced by human osteoblasts in culture
was 2.4: 1 in individuals who carried the 'T' allel e compared with 1.99: 1 in
'GG' homozygotes (p<0.001). These data suggest that individuals who
carry the 'T' allele are predisposed to osteoporosis because of dysregulated
transcription of COLlAl, leading to an altered r atio of collagen chains. This
may promote the formation of alpha 1(1) trimers which are mechanically
weaker tha n the normal type I collagen heterodimers, thus increasing these
individuals' risk of osteoporotic fracture.

SP74
Experience from over 250 molecular diagnostic tests for
facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (FSHD): the
need for close clinical/laboratory liaison.
Tyfield, Linda (1);Stephenson, A (1);Jardine PE (2);Lunt PW (2)
(1) Molecular Genetics Unit, Southmead Hospital, Brstol BSIO 5NB, (2) Bristol
Children's Hospital, Bristol BS2 8BJ

Detection by pl3E1 I of shortened (<35kb) EcoRl/Blnl double-digested DNA
fragments, resulting from deletion of 3.3kb repeats at 4q35, provides a diag-
nostic test for FSHD. Specificity amongst subjects with neuromuscular dis-
ease is very high (>98%) but a lower sensitivity (- 90%) on standard
Southem analysis follows principally from possible translocation between the
4q35 repeats and similar, but Bln-sensitive, repeats at 10q26. In 3 years of
offering molecular diagnosis for FSHD we have received samples for testing
from over 250 families from Europe and North America. In 65-70% of cases
the laboratory results were unequivocal, and consistent with the clinical diag-
nosis. However, in order to facilitate interpretation of the remainder within an
informed clinical context, accompanying full clinical information is essential,
including the referrer's expectation for diagnostic confirmation or exclusion.
25% of families referred have no small fragment, and 11% have a small Bln-
sensitive fragment only. Further, in 8% the Bin-resistant fragment occurs in
apparently asymptomatic adult relatives (parent, grandparent, sibling). This
suggests a probable 2-step mutation mechanism for FSHD and thus, a need
to consider cascade molecular testing in families with clinically isolated
cases. Study of large fragment lengths by PFGE/FIGE can additionally
resolve some of these cases.

SP75
The molecular basis of malonyl-CoA decarboxylase defi-
ciency
FitzPatrick, David(1);Hill, Alison(1);Tolmie, John(2);Thorburn,
David(3);Christodoulou, John(4)
(1)Human Genetics, MMC, WGH, Edinburgh EH4 2XU, (2)DGI, Yorkhill, Glasgow G3
8SJ , (3)Murdoch Institute, Royal Children's Hospital, Melboume VIC 3052, (4).
Westem Sydney Genetics Program, Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, NSW

Malonyl-CoA decarboxylase (MCD; EC 4.1.1.9) catalyses the conversion of
malonyl-CoA to acetyl-CoA. 7 cases of MCD deficiency have been reported
associated with malonic aciduria (7/7), developmental delay (7/7), h ypogly-
caemia (4/7) and cardiomyopathy (2/7). TBLASTN searches of dbEST identi-
fied human cDNAs with an ORF that has 77.3% amino acid identity to goose
MCD. Direct sequencing of a genomic PAC clone suggests complete con-
serv ation of intron/exon boundaries between goose and human. hMCDp
contained a conserved N-terminal mitochondrial targeting sequence and a
C-terminal peroxisomal tageting sequence. Both targeting signals appear
functional as the distribution of MCD enzymatic activity in rat liver
homogenates using subcellular fractionation strongly su ggest that MCD is
localised to both peroxisomes and mitochondria. RT-PCR analysis of fibrob-
last RNA extracted from cell-lines obtained from two consanguineous
Scottish patients identified two different homozygous mutation s. The first is
a C>G transversion resulting in a premature stop codon in the N-terminal half
of the protein. The second is an intron 4 mutation generating a novel splice
acceptor sequence thus causing a 13-basepair inser tion into the mature
RNA. This mutation causes a frame-shift and premature stop. Both muta-
tions would be pred icted to causative of MCD deficiency and confirm this
transcript as the hMCD ortholog.
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SP76
Cloning and mutation analysis of the DKCI gene responsi-
ble for X-linked dyskeratosis congenita
Knight, Stuart(1);Heiss, NS(2);Vulliamy, T(1);Stavrides, G(1);Greschner,
S(2);Mason, PJ(1);Dokal, 1(1) Poustka, A(2)
(1)Department of Haematology, ICSM Hammersmith, London, (2)Department of
Genome Analysis, DKFZ, Heidelberg, Germany

X-linked dyskeratosis congenita (MIM 305000) is a rare bone-marrow failure
syndrome charactensed by the early onset of reticulate skin pigmentation,
mucosal leukoplakia and nail dystrophy. Pancytopenia develops in over 80%
of patients and this is the major cause of early mortality. The DKC1 gene,
encoding dyskern, responsible for the disease was identified as the result of
the detection of a partial 3'- gene deletion in a single patient. The genomic
structure of the DKC1 gene has now been determined and consists of 15
exons spanning 15kb. The exons have been screened for mutations in addi-
tional patients by single strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis.
One mutation has been shown to have re-occured on at least four occasions.
To date the mutations are predominantly missense with no early stops or
nonsense mutations, which suggests that a null mutation would be non-
viable. It is hoped that the analysis of these missense mutations will aid
the understanding of the function of dyskerin, especially in terms of its puta-
tive role as a pseudouridine synthase.
sknighterpms.ac.uk

SP77
Characterisation of the human myeloid leukaemia-derived
cell line GF-D8 by multiplex FISH, subtelomeric probes &
CGH
Tosi, Sabrina(1);Giudici, G(2);Scherer, SW(3);Rambaldi, A(4);Dirscherl,
L(5);Biondi, A(2);Keamey, L(1)
(1)MRC Molecular Haematology Unit, Institute of Molecular Medicine, Oxford OX3
9DS, (2)Centro di Ricerca 'M. Tettamanti, Ospedale Nuovo San Gerardo, Monza,
Italy, (3)Department of Genetics, Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Canada,
(4)Divisione di Ematologia Ospedale Riuniti, Bergamo, Italy , (5)Perceptive Scientific
Intemational, League City, Texas, USA

The human myeloid leukaemia cell line GF-D8 was established from the
peripheral blood blasts of a patient with AML-Ml. Cytogenetic analysis of
the newly established cell line revealed a complex karyotype: 44,XY,-
5,del(7q),inv(7q),add(8q),add(1 q),del(12p),-15,-17,+mar. Single colour
whole chromosome painting studies were able to characterise some, but not
all of the karyotypic abnormalities. In the present study, we applied 24 colour
whole chromosome painting and analysed the results using a filter-based
detection system and proprietary software for multiplex FISH (M-FISH). M-
FISH identified cryptic translocations involving chromosomes 7, 12, 15 and
Y, and the small marker as t(5;15). We then carried out a dual colour FISH
assay using a complete set of chromosome- specific subtelomeric probes.
This confirmed the M-FISH findings and identified the p and q subtelomeric
regions involved in the translocations. Comparative genomic hybridisation
showed amplification of 8q24-qter and 1q23- qter as well as deletions of 5q,
7q, 12p, 15q and Yq. Overall, this combination of complementary FISH
approaches has revealed a very unbalanced karyotype, with cryptic
rearrangements not visible by conventional cytogenetics. The finding of
rearrangements involving 12p and 7q makes the GF- D8 cell line an impor-
tant tool for more detailed analysis of these regions in the search for genes
involved in leukaemogenesis.

SP78
A novel method for increasing the productivity of mutation
scanning methods
Wallace, Andrew;Wu, C-L;Elles, R
Regional Molecular Genetics Laboratory, University Department of Medical Genetics
and Regional Genetics Service, St Mary's Hospital, Hathersage Road, Manchester,
M13 OJH.

We have developed a system for generating linear DNA arrays. Currently up
to five PCR products can be multiplexed which generate a single linear PCR
amplimer. The linear order of the array is predetermined by experimental
design and is totally reproducible. We have designed three sets of linear
arrays mimicking cDNAs, one comprising five exons from the
Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) gene and two consisting of three and five
exons from the human mismatch repair gene, hMLH1. We have verified the
composition of the arrays by sequencing and found no differences from the
expected sequence. Consequently we have tested the arrays as material for
the detection of mutations. Seven known heterozygotes for mutations in four
of the five exons comprising the NF2 array were amplified and sequenced in
both orientations using BigDye terminator chemistry. All seven mutations
were clearly visible as heterozygotes at the relevant nucleotide confirming
that the situation at the level of genomic DNA was faithfully reproduced by
our technique. We are currently testing the suitability of our arrays as materi-
al for use in fluorescent solid phase CCM and achieving promising results.
Our method can increase the productivity of mutation scanning methods like
CCM which are capable of analysing DNA fragments of up to 1.5kb yet are
often applied to single exons which are typically only 100-200bp in size.

SP79
Identification of loci on chromosome 3p containing puta-
tive ovarian cancer tumour suppressor genes
Fullwood, Paul(1);Rader J(2);Martinez A(1);Broggini M (3);Morelli C(4);Latif
F(1);Maher ER(1)
(1)Department of Paediatrics and Child Heaith, Division of Medical and Molecular
Genetics, University of Birmingham, The Medical School, Edgbaston B15 2TT,
(2) Washington University, St. Louis, Mo, USA, (3)Maro Negri Institute, Milan, Italy,
(4) University of Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy

Ovarian carcinoma is the fifth most common malignant condition amongst
women, and the leading cause of death of patients with gynaecological can-
cers. Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) on 3p, a frequent event in ovarian carci-
noma, in conjunction with suppression of tumourigenicity studies, implies the
existence of tumour suppressor genes (TSGs) on chromosome 3p. The iden-
tification of a TSG(s) on chromosome 3p would be a significant development
in the determination of ovarian cancer pathogenesis. In order to refine a
region(s) of loss we analysed a panel of 72 ovarian tumours, and matched
normal tissue, for LOH using 20 microsatellite markers on chromosome 3p.
Markers were selected to cover regions implicated in previous studies.
Currently, our observed LOH for one or more markers is 50% in ovarian
tumours. Microsatellite instability (ie. instability occurring in 40% or more of
typed markers) was observed in 7% of cases. To date we have observed no
association between LOH and grade, stage, or histopathology of disease.
We will present data detailing specific regions of LOH in order to refine, and
subsequently isolate, the critical loci on 3p involved in ovarian tumourigene-
sis. In addition, 17 ovarian cancer cell lines are currently being evaluated for
the presence of homozygous deletions which would further enable the locali-
sation of ovarian cancer TSG(s) on 3p.
Email: pfullwoo@hgmp.mrc.ac.uk
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S34 Spoken presentations

SP80
Identification of putative coding sequences within the criti-
cal lung tumour suppressor region at 3p21.3: A compari-
son of various techniques
Macartney, DP(1);Latif, F(1);Walsh, SE(1);Sekido, Y(2);Wei, MH(3);Duh, FM
(3);Geil, L(3);Angeloni-Adreazoli, D (4);Byrd, P (5);Maher, ER (1),
J.D.Minna(2), M.l.Lerman(4).
(1) Department of Paediatrics and Child Health, Division of Medical and Molecular
Genetics, University of Birmingham, The Medical School, Edgbaston, B15 2TT, UK, (2)
Hamon Center, UT, Southwestem Medical Center, Dallas, Texas, USA, (3) SAIC,
FCRDC, Frederick, MD, USA, (4) Laboratory of Immunobiology, NCI-FCRDC,
Frederick, MD, USA, (5) Cancer Research Laboratories, University of Birmingham,
Edgbaston, B15 2TT, UK.

Cytogenetic and loss of heterozygosity analyses, as well as the identification
of homozygous deletions, have suggested that a tumour suppressor gene
involved in the pathogenesis of lung cancer is located at 3p21.3. We previ-
ously constructed a 700kb contig which overlaps a 340kb region commonly
deleted in each of 3 homozygous deletions from 3 different small cell lung
cancer cell lines. Thus far 26 genes have been identified which are located in
the 700kb contig. Mutational analyses do not implicate any of these in lung
cancer. We have concentrated our attempts to identify new genes to 2 areas
which are presently gene poor in what is otherwise a relatively gene rich
region. We have used a variety of methods to isolate new genes from these
regions. These include exon-trapping, Alu-splice PCR and gene prediction
analysis from genomic sequences. We will present a comparison of the vari-
ous techniques indicating both the overlap between the data, and the limita-
tions of each method. We will also give our assessment as to the most pro-
ductive approach. Email: d.p.macartney.20@bham.ac.uk

SP81
Nance-Horan syndrome. Report of a new family and
review.
Toutain, Annick(1);Bum, J(2)
(t)Genetics Department, University Hospital, Tours, France, (2)Human Genetics
Department, Newcastle upon Tyne

Nance-Horan syndrome (NHS) or cataract-dental syndrome is a rare X-
linked condition. Only 13 families have so far been reported in the literature.
We describe in detail a new family which illustates the typical clinical picture
of NHS and discuss additional findings of tall stature and cryptorchidism. We
will review the phenotype in a large unpublished series of patients and
review the literature. The occurrence of severe ocular complications and the
association with microcornea in nearly all the patients suggest the existence
of other developmental eye defects in addition to the cataract. The dental
abnormalities are extremely variable and may be overlooked by physical
examination alone. The dysmorphic appearance is not always characteristic.
Mental retardation may also be part of NHS and may be profound with autis-
tic features. The preliminary results of our study suggest that the new muta-
tions occur preferentially in the gametes of the males. Finally, we present our
up-dated data of a linkage analysis performed in 8 multiplex families to refine
the gene localization and compare the results with the gene mapping of the
mouse mutant Xcat.
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